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1.0 Introduction (Statement of Wort)
The purpose of the Deep Space Meteoroid Hazard Measurements Program
is to describe the tasks required of the contractor and to present the technical
framework within which they will be performed.
1.1 Background
The meteoroid population in interplanetary space is inferred from the
results of earth based observations of meteors in the atmosphere, direct
measurements by sensors on orbital satellites, and from measurements of
the reflected and refracted sunlight from the asteroids and cosmic dust.
Meteoroid measurements in deep space to date have been limited to the
results obtained from small sensors placed on a few U. S. and Soviet probes.
The information obtained is pertinent to cosmic dust and any attempt to
sample the population of larger meteoroids is hampered by the need for
very large and heavy sensors. Thus, the largest meteoroid detected by
the Pegasus satellites which deployed 2000 square feet of sensor area in
earth orbit was approximately 10- 6 grams or 0.15 mm in diameter. Un-
doubtedly, larger meteoroids could have been detected if the sensor threshold
could have been increased which was precluded by payload limitations.
The detection and measurement of meteoroid properties by an optical
system using reflected sunlight overcomes the weight and detection threshold
limitations of the conventional impact sensors by permitting a large detection
area to system weight ratio.
1.2 Objectives
Part I (Design Study)
a. Formulation of the equations for a Sisyphus system of generalized
geometry and performance of an error analysis to consider the
effects of misalignment of the optical systems and errors in
measuring transit times through the fields of view.
b. Analytical consideration of a Sisyphus system consisting of two
operating optical detection systems, to determine what parameters
of a traversing meteoroid can be determined.
c. Improvement of the illuminated particle simulation system and
demonstration to produce a spot representative of the light scat-
tered by a 1 mm diameter meteoroid travelling at 15 km/sec at
a range of 1 km.
d. Performance of optical tests on available electroformed aluminum
mirrors to determine the accuracy with which they must be con-
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structed and the feasibility of using them in an operational system.
e. Investigation of problems introduced by low values of signal to
noise ratio and detection thresholds required to minimize trig-
gering by false signals.
Part H (Breadboard Fabrication)
a. Construction of a three channel breadboard model incorporatin g the
Sisyphus concept and demonstration of its ability to detect simu-
lated meteoroids.
a.1 It was not necessary to demonstrate the telemetry signal con-
ditioning and shift register in the breadboard stage. However,
it was required to examine the problems inherent in these sub-
systems and to describe them analytically. Only signal con-
ditioning, telemetry and power need be considered in terms
of accuracy, bit requirements, etc. , that are necessary to
return the sensor output data to Earth in sufficient detail to
perform the analysis determined in Part I (Design Study).
a. 2 The breadboard model need not be configured mechanically
to any specific spacecraft application but must be capable of
recording simulated meteoroids. It would show that a proto-
type instrument can be constructed (utilizing the same electri-
cal and optical properties) which possesses physical charac-
teristics consistent with spacecraft experiment packaging.
1.3 Period of Performance
The period of performance for the above work was 15 months, starting
24 June 19(18.
1.4 Modifications
1.4.1 The statement of work was modified to include:
a. A careful evaluation of the state of the art of light-weight
plastic and metallic mirrors to determine realizable sur-
face accuracies and their resulting image aberrations.
b. A detailed trade-off study in which optical aberrations intro-
duced by fast wide angle optics must be considered in opposi-
tion to electronic or statistical uncertainties introduced by
slower, narrower angle optics (aperture being held fixed).
c. Assembly of the Sisyphus breadboard with a complete set
of optimum Light-weight optics similar in size to the type
proposed for the Jupiter F/G mission (GE Proposal GE N-
11031, 1968); this set of optics to be tested experimentally
for edge-of-field spot size and spot intensity, and the results
of the test presented.
d. Test of the breadboard complete with optics against simulated
meteoroids of the size, velocity, and range which would be
anticipated in flight. The simulation to be carried out with a
lighting background equivalent in intensity to the expected back-
ground for the Jupiter F/G mission.
e. A detailed report on the performance of the breadboard includ-
ing the light-weight optics.
f. A final report containing a detailed error analysis.
1.4.2 The period of performance was extended to 3 May 1970.
2.0 Work Accomplished
Following is the Final Report of work performed during the contract,and
results obtained. An attempt has been made to organize the report in accordance
with the Work Statement.
2.1 Sisyphus Mathematics
The equations for a Sisyphus system of generalized geometry are pro-
vided in Appendix 1. Also given is a two-cone solution which shows
that once a reliable flux rate is established, two optical systems can
still provide useful information.
2.2 Instrument Orientation and Viewing A_Mle
Effects of orientation and viewing angle were investigated in detail.
The results are given in Appendix 2.
2.3 Laboratory Simulation
Simulation of the illuminated particle was performed rather simply,
using a CW laser. The laser beam passes through a small focusing
telescope and is deflected by a mirror mounted on a motor shaft.
'Target is a sheet of Bristol board, viewed by the Sisyphus optics.
Rotating the mirror then permits sweeping of the laser light spot
through the Sisyphus fields of view at various velocities. 15 km/s
at 1 km range = 15 rad/s or about 144 rps. Physical limitations
prevented actual measurement at 1 km range. The distance which
could be accommodated in the laboratory was about 20 feet. In order
to simulate particle brightness, neutral density filters were used.
Optical spacing was reduced to six (6) inches; closer spacing was not
feasible due to physical limitations.
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2.4 Optics
2. 4. 1 General Description of the Optical Fabrication Technique
The optics consisted of mirrors produced at Zolomatics, Inc.,
Hollywood, California by replication technique, This is an inexpen-
sive method for producing replicas of mirrors. In this technique,
aluminum replicas are electro-deposited directly on the master mold.
The aluminum mirror is then coated with an epox.; resin of closely-
matched thermal characteristics; a precisely formed aluminum back-
ing dish is placed over the epoxy-coated mirror surface. After the
epoxy resin has cured, the sandwich is separated from the master
under vacuum by applying alight pressure.
The advantage of the replication technique is that ',he resulting
optical components are very light and, even in relatively small
quantities, are less expensive than optical components individually
ground and polished by conventional methods.
This cost advantage becomes possible because the general shape
of the supporting backing can be formed to within a thousandth of an
inch (about fifty times the wavelength of the visible light) by stamping
and annealing or on a lathe, while the expensive job of bringing the
shape to within a fraction of a wavelength is eliminated by the repli-
cation technique in which, in essence, the residual irregularities of
the backing are filled in with the bonding material.
The reduction in weight is achieved by reducing the thickness of
the backing to a minimum commensurate with the structural (mechan-
ical and vibration) requirements. Fabrication of light-weight optics
using replication involves three aspects:
a. fabrication of light-weight backing to correct radius of curva-
ture and shape (to a thousandth of an inch)
b. grinding of the glass masters
c. replication of a coating on the masters to achieve the required
optical quality figure.
In the case of the Sis yphus optical system, however, the major
consideration was the fact that the replication techniques make it
possible to meet the extraordinarily stringent weight requirements
for Pioneer F/G. Accordingly, a test program was undertaken to
develop and perfect the technique of making such replicated mirrors
on very thin aluminum backing using an easily-tested spherical mirror
design.
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The results presented in this report are based upon the
developmental, light-weight, spherical mirrors provided by
Zolomatics and used for the breadboard system.
2.4.2 StalRbus Breadboard Optics
a. Physical description
The breadboard optics consist of spherical mirrors replicated
over a backing dish formed of very thin aluminum sheet (0.020 inch
thickness). These mirrors have a diameter of 6 inches; the radius
of curvature is 7.669 inches (therefore, focal length = 3.835 inches).
The optical surfaces of the mirrors have a microinch thick gold coating
to improve the reflectivity for light in the visible region of the spectrum.
Weight of these mirrors varied between 36 and 38 grams.
b. Development of the backing
The initial attempts were made with stamped aluminum backing
dishes which did not have any reinforcing structure. These turned out
to be too flimsy and easily deformable because of their very small
thickness. Theraore, to improve strength without adding significantly
to the weight, it was decided to bend the edge of the mirror to form a
rim. The mirror formed in this manner has greater structural stability
against deformation. However, these mirrors still have anomalities
because of the stresses in the aluminum sheets due to unidirectional
rolling in the manufacture of the aluminum sheets. As a result of these
stresses, some of the spherical mirrors used for the breadboard actually
have a somewhat spheroidal shape, and the images were astigmatic.
These internal stresses will be removed from the final version of the
optics for Pioneer by repeated stamping and annealing cycles.
c. OOrical performance tests of the breadboard optics
As stated earlier, the breadboard optics consisted of 6-inch diam-
eter, 3.835 inch focal length spherical mirrors. As is well known, the
two conjugate foci of a spheric mirror co acids at the center cur-
vature of the mirror. In other words, if the spherical mirror is per-
fect, a very small object at the center of curvature of the mirror is
perfectly imaged back at the center of curvature. (The image quality
that we are concerned with in the present context is much lower than
the diffraction effects of finite aperture size. Consequently, we shall
not make any mention of such diffraction effects in this report). There-
fore, we used this principle for testing of the spherical mirrors as
described on the following page.
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The schematic set-up is illustrated in figure 2.4.2.c. Light
from a light source, 6, passes through a very small aperture, A,
(1 mm diameter) and is collected by an f/0. 95 one-inch focal length
Angenieux lens, L, and then Lrought to focus at C. The image of
the aperture, A, is reduced sixteen times and, due to high quality
of the Angenieux lens, becomes essentially a point (" 60 microns)
at C. Because of the small f-ratio (f/0.95) of the lens, the fan
of rays spreading from C is wide enough to cover the entire spher-
ical mirror, M, when placed in such a way that point C is at its
center of curvature. The whole set-up was mounted on a precision
optical bench. The mirror was mounted at its center (vertex) on a
gontometer head to provide precise angular adjustment along the
horizontal and vertical planes. The gontometer head was then
mounted on a vertical post whose height was micro-adjustable.
Finally, the vertical post was on a precision carriage to provide
rlicro-displacements in the longitudinal direction (along the optical
axis). With the help of these adjustments, the spherical mirror to
be tested was accurately aligned such that the center of curvature of
the mirror was at point C, and the chief ray was parallel to (and coin-
cident with) the optical axis of the mirror. Under these conditions,
the spherical mirror forms the image, C', of C back onto itself.
Due to reciprocity relationship, this image is than formed at I in
the plane of aperture. In order to pormit inspection of the image, I,
the mirror was tilted very slightly with respect to the chief ray so that
returr image did not fall exactly over aperture A. If the mirror were
perfect, the return image, I, would be equal to the size of the aper-
ture, A. However, because of distortions in the surface of the mirror,
the image spot size was much larger and could be easily visualized
due to the large magnification realised through the Angenieux lens
arrangement. When reduced to the image plane at C', the minimum
spot size was 0.6 mm (°, 3 mitliradians).
The very first mirrors received from Zolomatics, Inc. had, of
course, a very much larger spot size. However, the rate of improve-
ment, with successive mirrors received, confirmed the expectation
that further improvements in the backing, by repeated annealing,
will further reduce the spot size to a corresponding figure of about
one milliradian, which was the goal when designing the optical sys-
tem for the Pioneer mission.
d. Effect of low temperature on the mirrors
The effect of low temperature on the mirrors was examined by
dipping one sample mirror in liquid nitrogen for about ten minutes
and then allowing it to attain the room temperature. During the low
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temperature phase, there was a considerable amount of atmospheric
water vapor condensation on the mirror. However, as the mirror
once again attained the room temperature, the surface appearance
and the reflectivity of the mirror was fully restored. During the low
temperature test, as soon as the ice-coating cleared, no appreciable
`	 change in aberration was seen (relative to room temperature).
2.5 False Alarm Rate
False alarm rate at low signal-to-noise ratios was investigated, both
theoretically and empirically. Details are provided in Appendix 3. The
results show that a false alarm rate of 1 per month can be obtained with
a SIN ratio of about 3.2 for a system of three optical channels:
a. System false alarm rate mu$t not be greater than about one per
month, i.e., about 2.5 x 10 seconds mean time between false
events.
b. At 500 khz bandwidth, the circuit can respond to half-sine pulses;
thus, noise pulses can occur at approximately 5 x 10 5/sec. Thus,
the false alarm probability must be
PFA 15	 1= 0.8 x 10-12
2.5x106 . 5x105
c. For a system response of 2 usec, a 3.2 usec pulse width (now re-
quired for coincidence) needs at least 1.6 noise pulses, i. e. , 2
pulses overlapping. Thus, if P = probability of a pulse occurring,
thcn pl. 6 = probability of overlap and (pl. 6) 3 = P4.8 = probability
of overlapping pulses in three independent channels simultaneously.
d. pFA each channel - 4.8 0.8 x 10-i
3x10-3
but	 pFA = 
e-1/2 (T/n)2
T/n
	
3.2
2.6 Breadboard Results
The breadboard model of Sisyphus was constructed. It was demonstrated
on the 30th of January 1970. A large error in Z-axis velocity was ob-
tained. As a result, a detailed error analysis was directed by the cus-
tomer. This error analysis was performed (see Appendix 4) ; it shows
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that the Z-axis velocity accuracy is extremely sensitive to relatively
small values of angular misalignment of the optics. In the breadboard
model, spherical mirrors were used whose fields and optical axes
were difficult to determine (and, therefore, align). It is estimated
that this accounts for the Z-axis error measured during the demonstra-
tion.
3.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
3.1 Conclusions
It has been established, both mathematically and through the breadboard
design implementation, that the tri-optic measurement of small illum-
inated moving particles is practical. The resulting data can be inter-
preted without ambiguity.
3.2 Recommendations
Design and build flight-qualified hardware to obtain much-needed informa-
tion on meteoroid matter and flux, in support of space probes and the
manned space program.
This study was performs d to lay the groundwork for the Pioneer F/G
Asteroid/Meteoroid Experiment. The limitations of size, weight and
power on the Pioneer spacecraft were stringent. For future missions,
it has been shown desirable to increase the size of the optics, the spac-
ing between optics, and the bandwidth and counting rate in the electronics.
Such improvements will result in measurement of a larger range of par-
ticle sizes at greater distances and with increased accuracy.
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APPVNIVY 1
A. Light  Reflection from Particles
In this section, we justify the approximation which was made i n the equation (3)
I = Ip r n a2
 = I„r r a 2
5 'f . R s2	5 s2 L R,
(A-1)
where I is the reflected sunlight power incident on the optics;
ination power at 1 a. u. ; s is the distance from the sun in a. u. ;
coefficient of the object; a is the radius of the particle; and R
the object to the detector.
ID
 is the solar illum-
r is the reflectivity
is the distance from
We have previously indicated that we shall not be dealing with particles less than 50
microns in diameter for reasons of configuration and detector sensitivity. Above
this size, we can approximate particles . as "large objects” since the diameter is at
least 1 order of magnitude greater than the light wavelengths of interest. Put in
another fashion, the Mie size parameter 2 r a is greater than 350 and large body
optical theory can be applied. 	 A
We state here a theorem which indicates that although we shall be treating spheres
specifically, most of whit is said will apply equally well to the natural effluent parti-
cles. This theorem states that "the scattering pattern caused by reflection on large
convex particles with random orientation is identical with the scattering pattern by
reflection on large spheres of the same material and having the same surface condi-
tion. " The proof of this theorem depends in part upon another which states that "the
average geometric cross section of a convex particle with random orientation is 1/4
its surface area. " Rigorous proofs for both of the above theorems are contained in
van de Hulst (1957). For a polished totally reflecting particle where the reflection is
specular, the reflected power or intensity can be written as
I = 10 G	 (A-2)
4 R2 s2
where G is the average geometrical cross section of the particle which, from the
above theorem. is 1/4 of the total surface area. For a sphere, G = IT a2 . Thus,
for a sphere, equation (A-2) becomes
= IO 2 .
4s ( 
aR 1	 (A-3)
If we have a particle from which the light reflection is diffuse, then the exact form of
the reflection depends upon the nature of the surface. We shall assume that we can
treat the particl os as being partially reflective with a reflectivity coefficient r and
that the portion of the light which is reflected obeys Lambert's law. This would indi-
cate that the sm-face brightness would be the same in all directions independent of
1-1
the direction from which it is illuminated. The scattering pattern of a sphere whose
surface elements follow Lambert 's law has been computed and tabulated (van de Hulst,
1957). Compared to polished particles, we have an additional factor so that equation
(A-2) becomes
as
1	 =	 10 G f (Y) (A-4)
4 f R2 s
where f (Y)	 8	 (sin Y - Y
	
cos Y).	 Table A-1 gives f (Y) for various values
3 I
of y. We see that for Y ;-- 900 , we have f( y) nd .8.	 Substituting this into equa-
tion (A -4) and multiplying by the reflectivity coefficients, we see that for partially
reflecting spheres whose surfaces obey Lambert 's law, we arrive at equation (A-1).
Table A-1.	 Scattering by a White, Diffusely Reflecting Sphere
Following Lambert's Law.
Y f (Y)	 Y f ()')	 Y f (Y)
00 0	 '100 0.443	 1400 2.134
10 11 0.0015	 800 0.630	 1500 2.349
20^ 0.011 C	 900 0.849	 160°. 2.527
300 0.0; 95	 1000 1.093	 1700 2.628
400 0.0917	 11.00 1.355	 1800 2.667
500 0.1712	 1200 1.624
Goo 0. 291 0	 1300 1.888
1-2
X1 = R tan « cos cp
X 2 = R tan « sin cp
X3 = R
B. Mathematics of the Aligned Sisyphus System
The solution for the Sisyphus System consisting of three cones is presented below. The
cones are assumed to have equal half angles and parallel axes. Furthermore, the lines
joining thei r apexes lie in a plane perpendicular to their axes.
In the course of the solution, it is necessary to distinguish between the cones. As a
matter of convention, the firF,t cone through which the particle passes will be labelled
cone 1. If the triangle formed by the line joining the apexes is traversed in a clockwise
direction as scen looking back into the detector, the next apex encountered will be de-
signated as the apex of cone 2. The remaining cone is then cone 3.
Right hand coordinate systems are established for each cone as shown in Figure B-1.
All corresponding; axes are parallel. The coordinate axes are such that in cone 1 the
X.3 axis coincides with the axis of the cone and its sense is positive in a direction from
the apex into the Field of view. Axis X2 lies in the plane of the apexes and its positive
direction is from cone 1 to cone 2. Axis X  lies in the apex plane and forms a right
hand orthogonal system with X2 and X3 . Denoting by a the half cone angle, there re-
sults in each cone coordinate system:
X3
Figure B-1
1-3
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A new variable, Xi . k , is now defined where:J
i = 1, 2, 3for X1 , X2 , X3
j = 1, 2, 3 for cones 1, 2 or 3
k = 1 denotes an entrance point
2 denotes an exit point
The equations of an entrance or exit point then are:
Xljk = Rjk tan a cos (Pik
X2jk = Rjk tan a sin Pjk
X3jk = Rjk	 (13-1)
The components of velocity are V ij . Let the axes of the cones be parallel. That is:
Xil II	 Xi2 II X13
then
Vil = Vi2 = V13 = Vi.
In each cone system of coordinates there is:
Xij2 - Xiji = Vi (T. - Vii)	 (B-2)
where Tik is a time.
Let there exist another_ coordinate system whose axes are parallel to those of the cones.
Denote this system by X. Then:
Xiji - Xill = Vi (Tji - Tll)	 (B-3)
Now
Xijk = Xijk + Cij	 (B-4)
where the C are com , tants dependent upon the geometry of the system and the origin
of the Xijk blystem.
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C21
	
-C22
I	 ^
2
	
Cil	 C12 - C11
—	 I - X2
	
-C13	 Xl
3
C23
Figure B-2
Then (B-2) becomes
Xij2 - Xiji = Vi (Ti2 - Tjl )	 (B-5)
Adding (B-3) to (B-5), there is:
Xij2 - Xill	 Vi (T. - Tll)	 (B-6)
Both (B-3) and (B-6) can be written as:
Xijk = Xill + V i (Tjk - Tll )	 (B-7)
Using (B-1) in (B-7) yields:
Rik tan Ot cos P.
	
= R 11 tan Of cos 911 + Vi
 (T.
	
- Tll)
+ C1j - C 1
Rik tan Of sin	 cpJk = R11 tan at sin P11 + V2 (^k -711 )+C 2J - C21
Rik	 = R11 + V3 (.- Tll ) + C3^ - C31	 (B-8)
Using the last equation in the first two yields:
[R 11 + V3 (Tjk - Tll ) + C3j - C 311 tan Of cos 'P,k =
R i l tan Of cos (P11 + v  (.k - Tll ) + ClJ - C11
[ R 11 + V3 (Tjk - Tll ) + C 3 - CY1 1 tan Of sin (pjk =
R i 1 tan Of sin 911 + V2 (Tjk - Tll ) + C2J - C21	 (B-9)
Squaring and adding yields:
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2[ R i l + V3 (Tjk - Ti i) + C3j - C31 1  tan g «J
[R11 tan	 cos Oil + Vi (jk - Tll ) + (Clj - C11) ] 2 +
IR11 tan	 sin X11 + V2 (jk	 Tll) + (C2j -
 C21 ) J 2
	 (B-10)
Equation ( B-10) corresponds to five equations where j = 1; k = 2 and j = 2, 3; k = 1, 2.
The five unknowns are R ill 01 1 1 Vl , V2 & V3 . It is convenient at this time to change
the names of some of the variables and constants. Thus, letting:
dij = (Cij - Ci )/tan
hjk = (Tjk - Tll^ /tan a
v3 = V3 tan U
r = R11
X11
Equation (B-10) then becomes:
(B-11)
(r + v3hjk + d 3 tan Ct)2 = (r sin X + V2hjk + d2j ) 2 +
(r cos X + V1hjk + d1j)2	 (B-12)
Squaring yields:
hjk2 (V1 2 + V22 - v32 ) + 2rh.Jk (V1 cos X + V2 sin	 - v3) +
2r (dij Cos	 + d 
2 sin X - d 3 tan at ) +
2hjk 1. ►(d Vi + d2J V2 - d.3J	 3tan a V +
(dlj 2 + d2j2 - d3j 2 tang ) = 0
	 (B-13)
dii	
(C ii -
 Cil )/tan Of = 0
h122 (Vi2 + V22 - v3 2) + 2rh12 (Vl cos )L + : '2 sin X - v3 ) = 0
and so:
r = -	
V1 
2 
+ V2 2 - v3 2	 h12	 (B-14)
	
2 (V1 cos x + V2
 sin	 - v3)
Now
so
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Using (B-14) in (B-13) yields:
^
2
	
	 cos X+ d	 a ahjk - h 12 hjk	 h	 d- 12 ( lj	 sin	 d t n2i 	 3j	 (V1 2 + V2 2 .. v32 ) +
V1 cos X + V2 sin X - v3
2hjk (d1j Vl + d 2 V2 - d 3 tan oc v3 ) +
	
(d i j 2 + d2j 2 - d3j 2 tan2 a) = 0	 (B-15)
Here k = 1, 2
	 j = 2, 3
Equ:,tions (B-15) are four equations in four unknowns X, Vl , V2 , v3.
Now. in (B-15) subtracting k = 1 from k = 2 yields:
-(h j2 + h j1 - h12)(V1 2 + V22 - v3 2) = 2 (dlj V1 + d 2 V2 - d 3 tan « v3)	 (B-16)
Letti ng
a = (h21 + h22	 h12)/h12
b = (hhI + h32	 h12)/h12	 (B-17)
Equation (B-16) yields:
	
2 (V12 + 
V22 - v32)	 h (-12 V1 + d22 V
2 - d32 tan a v3)
	
a	
_
12
1 (d13 V1 + d23 V2 - d33 tan ac v3)	 (B-18)
bh12
Now, if the apexes all lie in the plane X3 = 0,
d 3 = 0	 (B-19)
so
(d23 - c 122 b) V2 = (d12 b - d13) V1
a	 a
and
b
V1	 cl2 3 	 d,,2 a	 V2	 (13-20)
c1 12 b - d13
a
Since the X2 axis is oriented parallel to the line joining cones 1 and 2, there results:
d12 = 0	 (B-21)
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Let
2
P3 =	 b - am2	
+ a2
C m1
(B-2?)
Let
m2
d
d13/d22
- -J22
From equation (B-20)
Vl _ 1
	 (m 2 - b) V2
m i 	a
Define a new variable, 	 17 , such that
V2 	- 2da	 n
h12
Then
V i	 2d	 (b - am2)
m I h12
From equation (B-18)
v ,32 	 2d 2
	 b - m2a
)2 
+ a2	 rig - 71
h t 2	 ( m 1
(B-23)
(B-24)
(B-25)
(B-26)
so
2	 2
v,r' d	 (p3 77 - 1) 71
- C ^
L2
(B-28)
Using (B-18) in ( 3-15) yields
h 12
	
Ili cos	 + d	 sin
hjl hj2	 V1 cos	 + V2 sin X - v3 	(dlj V
1
 + 2j V2)
d1j2 + d2j2
2 jl hj2
	
(h j2 + hjl - h12 ) + (d 1j V1 + d 2 V2) (B-29)
1-8
G
d
 22
sin X) d23 2-3 b - a) +
d 23X 22d b - a 77 cos
d13 d23
and
h12
h31 h32
(d13 cos X + d a T► 	
_
+ a 77 sin	
v3 h12
2d
Substituting j - 2 and j = 3 ,yields:
h12	 d22 sin X d	 a
h21 h22	 d23 Xa + d22 b 71 cos	 + a t► sin X - v3 h12
d13	 d23	 d
_
 I
d222
	
	
d d
2 h h	 a hit + 2	 22 a n	 (B-30)
12 22
	 h12
or
h12	 t] sin a	 =
h21 h22 (m2/ \m - a) n cos X + a 71 sin	 - v3 h12
1	 2	 2d
h12	 + 2 a 1	 (B-31)
2 h21 h22	 h12
r
_
d 13  
2	
+ a d
2	 (B-32)2 h hd23 b hit + d23 ( d.22 b - a)
	 23han
31 32	 d23	 12
h 12	 ____gym 1 cos X + m2 sin 7^) 1)	 _
h31 h32	 m^	 b - a n cos X + a 11 sin	
- v3 h12
(m )(m	 )	 2d1	 2
(m12 
+ m22)	
- ?^
2 h31 h32	 h12	 h12	 (B-33)
or
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So by letting
f	 = 4 h21 h22 /h 122
g _v hhl h 2d 
h 122
3	 3 12A
A = 1 (b- m2a)	 ( B-34)
ml
equations (B-31) and (B-33) become
and
n sin X = f 77 - 1	 (B-35)
A17	 c,, ,1	 k	 + a	 ?1 sink	 - v3	 2
11 [ml cos X + m2 sin = g 77 - (m12 + m22)	 (B-36)
A 77 cos	 X	 + a	 77 sin ^	 - v3'	 2
Solving (B-35) and (B-36) for sin X and cos X yields:
v^ (^-fn)m
sin	 3	 1	 (B-37)171(2ml+m1a +(mi 2 +m2 2 ) A-m2A] + C(m2A-m 1 a)f-Ag] 7)}
- v3
' 
[m2 (1 - f 1)) + g 71 - (m l2 + m22)]
cos	 =	 2	 2	 03-38)11 {C2 ml+mia +(mi +m2 ) A-m2A] + [(m2A-m 1 a)f-P-] 711
tan X
_	 mi (f 71 - i)	 (B-39)
g 71 - m2 (f 71 - 1) - (mi2 + m22)
Squaring; sin a and cos X then adding yields:
('
1 2 m 1 + m 1 :: - Am  + A (m1 2
 + m22 )J + [(m2 A - mia) f - Ag] n1
2
 7
(p3
	 I(M12 + m2 2) f2 - 2 m2 fg + 921 712 -
2 [(ml2 + m2 2 ) f - m2g - m2f (m1 2 + m2 2 ) + g (mi2 + m 2 2)]
 77
 
+
2 2.11 C(m i + m 2   	 22 (mi + m 2
	
2 ) + (mi 2 + m22) ` (	 (B-40)
and
thus,
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Letting
P 1 = (m I a - m2A) f + Ag
P2	; 2 ml + m l a - Am2 + A (m1 2 + -n22 ) }
P3 	 m2a)2 + a2
ml
P4 = (m i2+m22)f2-2m2f,+g2
P5	 2 [(M 1 2 + m22) f - m 2 - m2  (m 1 2 + m22) + g (mi2 + m22),
P6	 (m.2 + m22) - 2 m2 (m12 + m22) + (m12 + m22)2
	 (B-41)
yields
(P2 - PI 77)2 17 	 (P3 r) - 1) (P4 t1 2 - P5 17 + P6)
	 03-42)
or
A377 + 
A.,77	 + A171 + A0 = 0
	 (B-43)
where
JA3 = pi  - p3p4
A 2 = -21)ip2 + p3p5 + p4
2
Al	 p2 - P3"6 - P5
A0 = P6
	
(B-44)
Thus far, the problem has been re3uced to the solution of a cubic equation. Two problems
remain to be solved. They are:
I	 The cubic gives three roots. They must be investigated to determine
the correct one.
I1	 HaN ing the correct root, there must be a way of determining whether
v.; is positive or negative.
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To study these problems, a condition is imposed stating that the particle enters cone 1.
Referring to Figure B-3 where A is the plane tangent to cone 1 at P, the entrance point,
and n is the normal to the plane
	
X,	 n v	 directed into the cone, the condition
	
3	 t	 states that
A	
_
v	 Ti z 0
Q
r- ---	 - ---- x2
(B-45)
Figure B-3
X 1
Now
n= - I n I cos of cos X i- I n I cos Of sin X j+ 1131 sin of t
So (B-46) becomes:
- V 1 --os X - V2 sin	 + v3 z 0	 ac s IT
or	 2
V I cos	 + V2 sin	 - v3 s 0
Now from (B- 14)
r
(VI2 + V22 - v32) h12= -
2 (VI cos x + V2 sin	 - v3)
but
V12 + V2 2 - v32 =	 2d	 77
h12
so
	
	
2
(2d
r =	 h12 h12	 77
	
2 (-V 1 cos	 - V2 sin	 + v3)
The quantity in the brackets is positive, so for
r z 0	 'q a 0
Thus, all negative roots of (B-43) may be discarded as giving negative ranges.
(B-46)
(B-47)
(B-14)
(B-48)
(B-49)
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To obtain the sign of v 3 , equations (B-23), (B-24), (B-37) and (B-38) are used in the
entrance condition (B-47). Then
V:3 m 1	 z 0	 (here m  > 0)	 (B-50)
P2
 - 1)l  rl
Su let
v3	 =	 ( c vq ) (B-51)
P2	 -	 P1	 11
where c (71)	 is some function of 77 whose value is unimportant since only the sign of
v3	is desired.
Then
v3	=	 ( c (7 1) (	 (P2 - P 1 71) (B-52)
Thus, if P2 - p 1
 11	 >	 0, then
v3
 = +	 2d	 str&3 77-1) 77
h12
if P2 - p1 t) <	 0, then
v3 =	 - 2d	 (p3 17-1) 71
h12
and if P2 - P1 77	 = 0, then
v3 = 0 (B-53)
Now, if v3	0,	 sin X	 and cos can be determined from (B.-37) and (B.-38). 	 This
uniquely fixes X.	 The value of r can be determined from (B-14).
If, however,	 v3 = 0,	 a problem arises in determining sin X	 and cos X.	 Returning to
the entrance condition
V1 Cos X + V2 sin a s 0	 (B.-54)
Now, if tan X	 #	 'v , then
(V1 + V2 tan X ) cos s	 0	 (B -55)
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This Nields
dcos	
h12 1 (g -m2f) 71 + m2 - (mi + m2 )} s 0 = - c
i (^)I	 (B-56)
h 12 1 (g - m2f) 71 + m2 - (mil + m2 2 ) }	 (B-57)cos ^ _ - I 
ci ('►1) I	 d
The value of c  (ri ) is unimportant since (B-57) serves only to fix the sign of cos X and
hence the quadrant of X . The value of X can be obtained from (B-39).
Now, if tan X = m , use
(Vi cot	 + V2 ) sin X s 0	 (B-58)
V2 sin	 s 0 =	 - I c2(77)I	 (B-59)
sin	 _ - ^c2 (^)^ 1	 (B-60)
V2
Once ?I is uniquely defined, all other quantities are uniquely defined.
The problem remains to uniquely determine 77 from the three possibilities. It has been
shown that negative values of tl yield negative ranges. Also, from
Thus
or
Thus
v = 2d V 6---1) tl3	
h12
we obtain that (p 3 17-1) 71 a 0 for a real velocity.
(B-30)
Intuitively, there appears to be only one physically meaningful solution. It remains only to
complete the mathematical proof. Attempts have been made to complete this proof but thus
far they have been unsuccessful. There remains, however, an alternate means of attacking
the pr._ blem. This is to build into a computer program the logic to test for the existence
of more than one solution. If this should occur, an error message would be printed and
further computation terminated. This capability has been inserted into a computer program
designed to perform the calculations outlined above. Thus far, in all cases tested, the pro-
blem has not arisen.
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C. -Mathematics for a Sisyphus System of Generalized Geometry
The previous solution for the Sisyphus system (Appendix B) made the rather
restricting assumption that the optic axes of the fields of view were exactly parallel.
Since it is quite probable that the experimental package will encounter vibration,
strain, and thermal variation, we must consider the possibility that the system may
become misaligned. We must, therefore, possess the ability to accurately reduce
any data which may be returned from such a misaligned system. This capability does
exist and the mathematical derivation is presented below.
At a first glance it may appear redundant to present separate solutions for
both the aligned and misaligned systems since it would seem that the first is but a
special case of the second. However, the complex nature of the misaligned solution
requires that an iterative method be applied in order to obtain numerical values. The
particular computer program being used demands an initial estimate for the values of
the unknown quantities. This estimate is obtained by using the results from the aligned
solution. Thus, in order to obtain the complete solution, both the aligned and mis-
aligned aspects of the system must be considered. Also, in view of the more complex
geometry presented by the misaligned case, it was necessary to adopt a more versatile
notation as is described below and illustrated in Figure C-1. However, it did not seem
beneficial to revise the notation and computer program used for the aligned case.
Consider the Sisyphus system as defining three identical cones of half angle a .
Let us denote the first cone entered by the particle as cone 1. If the triang.c formed
by the line joining the apexes is traversed in a clockwise direction as seen looking back
into the detector, the next apex encountered will be designated as the apex of cone 2.
The remaining cone is cone 3.
We can establish a right-hand coordinate system as shown in Figure 1. The X2
axis lies in the plane of the apexes and joins apexes 1 and 2, being positive in the direc-
tion from 1 to 2. Axis XI lies in the plane of the apexes. The X3 axis is in the generaldirection of the cone's view such that it forms a right-handed coordinate system with
X1 and X2.
The vector from the base of the i th cone to the particle's entrance into that cone
is designated Pi and the vector to the particle's exit is Q i . The corresponding angles
of entrance and exit in the plane of the apexes are P i and i . Times of entrance ai.d
exit at the i th cone are designated Sri . where j is 1 for an entrance point and 2 for
an exit point. The vector v is an arbitrary velocity vector.
Two :angles are required to specify the orientation of a misaligned cone, as shown
in Figure 2. The X' system of coordinates can be pictured as a rotation of the original
system by Y about tae X3 axis followed by a rotation of a about this new X1 axis.
Here, both v and e are positive in the counterclockwise direction. Relating the two
coordinate systems, we have
X = AX'
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where
	
cos y	 - cos a sin Y	 sin a sin y )
	
A= sin Y	 cos 6 cos y	 - sin 6 cos Y
0	 sin 6	 cos e
XQ
xi
Figure C-1.
	
Sisyphus Geometry
(for convention only)
Xi	 Figure C-2	 \
\ xi
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The vector equations describing the particle's trajecto i ,y through the Sisyphus
system can be written as
Ul pl + v t12 (C-1. 1)
P3	 = P 1 + t31	 - in	 (C-1.2)
^3	 = P1 + v t32	 - th	 (C-1.3)
P2	 = + V t21	 - k,	 (C-1.4)v2
	= 01 + v t22	 - (C-1. 5)
where v = V 1 1 + V2 jV 3+	 k and tij	 is the time interval from the entrance into
the first cone to the entrance ( j = 1) or the exit a = 2)
	 of the	 ith cone.
Taking components, we get the following 15 equations:
A
i components
U1 (sin a cos 01 cos Y1 - sin a sin 01 sin Y1 cos 81 + cos a sin Y1 sin 81)
P) (sin a cos 91
 cos Y1 - sin a sin 01 sin Y1 cos 61 + cos a sin y1 sin 81)
+ V1 t12	 (C-2. 1)
o f (sin Of cos 93 cos Y3 - sin a sin (P3 sin Y3 cos 83 + cos a sin Y3 sin 83)
Pl
 (sin a cos 01 cos y1 - sin a sin (p1
 sin Yl cos 81 + cos a sin Yl sin 81)
+ V1 t31 - m sin X	 (C-2.2)
a3 (sin a cos 03 cos Y3 - sin a sin 03 sin y3 cos 83 + cos a sin Y3 sin 83)
P1 (sin (Y cos 01 cos Y1 - sin of sin P1 sin y1 cos 81 + cos a sin Y1 sin 81)
-' V 1 t32 - m sin X	 (C2.3)
P2 (sin a cos P2 cos Y2 - sin a sin (p2 sin Y2 cos 82 + cos a sin Y2 sin 82)
Pl (sin a coscpl
 cos y1 - sin a sin (P1 sin y1 cos 91 + cos a sin Y1 sin 81)
+ V1 t21	 (C-2.4)
Q2 (sin a cos 02 cos y2 - sin (Y sin 02 sin Y2 cos 82 + cos a sin Y2 sin e2)
P1 (sin a cos 0, cos Y 1 - sin a sin (p1 sin yl cos 81 + cos a sin Y1 sin 81)
q V1 t22	 (C-2. 5)
nj components
a1 (sin a cos 01 sin Y1 + sin a sin 01 cos 81 cos y1 - cos a sin 8 1 cos Y1)
PI (sin a cos 91 sin y1 + sin Of sin <Pl cos 81 cos y - cos a sin 81 cos y1)
+ V2 t12	 1	 (C-3.1)
p„ (sin a cos 03 sin y3 + sin a sin (P3 cos 83 cos Y3 - cos a sin 83 cos Y3)pj (sin a cos (P1 sin y1 + sin a sin 9, cos 81 cos Y1 - cos a sin 81 cos y1)
+ V2 t31 - m cos 71 (C-3.2)
a t (sin a cos 03 sin Y3 + sin a sin 03 cos P3 cos y3 - cos a sin 83 cos Y3)P, (sin a cos 91 sin y1 + sin a sin (p1 cos 81 cos y1 - cos a sin Al cos Y1)
+ V2 t32 - m cos X (C^. 3)
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P2 (sin a cos 02 sin Y2 + sin a sin 02 cos 82 cos Y2 - cos a sin 82 cos y2)
pl
 (sin a cos cp l sin y1 + sin of sin 01 cos 81 cos y1 - cos a sin 81 cos Y1 )
+ V2 t21 - t	 (C-3.4)
a2 (sin a cos 4) sin Y + sin a sin 02 cos 8 cos y2 - cos a sin 82 cos y2)
p1 (sin a cos 01 sin yl +i a sin 01 cos	 Cosy - cos a sin 81 cos y1)
+ V2 t22 - A	 (C-3.5)
A
k components
01 (sin (k sin 01 sin 8 1 + cos a cos 8 1 )	 _
p1 (sin a sin 01 sin 8 1 + cos a cos 8 1 ) + V3 t12 (C_4.1)
p3 (sin a sin 03 sin 83 + cos a cos 8 3)	 _
P, (sin a sin 01 sin 81 + cos a cos 8 1 ) + V3 t31 (C-4.2)
a3
 (sin a sin 03 sin 83 + cos a cos 8 3 )	 =
p1 (sin a sin 01 sin 81 + cos of cos 8 1 ) + V3 t32 (C-4.3)
P2 (sin a sin 02 sin 82 + cos a cos 8 2 )	 _
P1 (sin a sin cp1 sin 81 + cos Of cos 8 1) + V3 t2i (C-4.4)
Q2 (sin a cos 02 sin 82 + cos a cos 82)	 =
P, (sin a sin 0, sin 81 + cos a cos 81) + V3 t22 (C-4.5)
Multiplying equations (2.1) by cos Y1 and (3. 1) by sin Y1 and adding, we obtain
a1 sin a cos 0 1 = p1 sin a cos 91 + V1 t12 cos Y1 + V2 t12 sin Y1	(C-5. 1)
p3 sin Of cos P3 = p1 [sin a cos 01 cos (Yl - Y3)
- sin a sin P1 cos 81 sin ( y1 - 1/3) + cos of sin 81 sin (Y1 - Y3)]
+ t31 (V1 cos Y3 + V2 sin Y3) - m (sin X cos Y3 + sin y3 cos a)	 (C-5.2)
U3 sin a cos U3 = p1 [sin a cos cp1 cos ('Yl - y3)
- sin a sin cpl cos 81 sin (y1 - y3) + cos a sin Al sin (Yj - Y3)]
+ t32 (Vi cos y3 + V2 sin y3) - m (sin X cos Y3 + sin Y3 cos X)	 (C-5.3)
P2 sin a cos cP2 = P1 [ sin a cos (j cos (Y1 - Y2)
- sin lY sin P1 cos 81 sin (Y1 Y ) + cos a sin 81 sin (Y1
 - Y2 ) ]
+ t"L1 (Vi cos y2 + V2 sin y20 - I sin y2	(C-5.4)
0r2 sin Of cos 02 = p1 [ sin a cos 0, cos (Y1
 - Y2)
- sin a sin o, cos 8 1 sin (y1 -y2) + cos Of sin 81 sin (y1 -Y2):]
+ t22 (V1 cos Y2 + V2 sin y2) - t sin Y2	(C-5.5)
Now, multiply (2. 1) by (- sin Y 1) and (3. 1) by cos y1 etc., and add:
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a i
 (sin a sin 0, cos 81 	- cos a sin 81 ) =
p, (sin a sin (p1 cos 81	 - cos a sin 81 ) - t;2 (V1 sin Y1 - V2 cos y1 )	 (C-6.1)
p, ; (sin a sin P3 cos 83 - cos a sin 83)
Pi L sin a cos p, sin (y1 - y3) + sin a sin (P1 cos 81 cos (Yl - y3)
- cos Of sin 81 cos ( y1 - y3)]	
- t31 (V1 sin y3 - V2 cos Y3)
+ m (sin ), sin y3 - cos X cos Y3) (C-6.2)
93 (sin a sin 03 cos 83 - cos a sin 83)
pl [ sin a cos 
01 
sin ( Y1 - Y3) +	 sin a sin cp1 cos 81 cos ( y1 - y3)
- cos n sin 9, cos ( y1 - y3)]	 - t32 (V1 sin y3 - V2 cos y3)
+ m (sin X sin y3 - cos a cos y3) (C-6.3)
P2 (sin Of sin P2 cos 82 - cos a sin 8 2) =
P1 [ sin a cos cp1 sin ( y1 - Y2) + sin at sin cp1 cos 8 1 cos ( y1 - Y2)
- cos a sin 8 1 cos (Y1 - y2)] - t21 (VI sin y2 - V2 cos y2)
.t cos Y2
	
(C -G. 4)
a2 (sin a cos 02 cos 82 - cos a sin 82) =
P1 [sin a cos cpl sin ( y1 - y2) + sin a sin cp1 cos 8 1 cos (y1 - y2)
- cos a sin 8 1 cos (y1
 - y2)] - t22 (V1 sin y2 - V2 cos y2)
- A cos Y2
	
(C-6. 5)
Multiplying (4.1) by sin 81 and adding it to (6. 1) multiplied by cos 81 , etc. yields
or sin a sin 01 = P1 sin a sin 01 - t12 (Vi, sin Y1 - V2 cos y1 ) cos 81
+ V3 t12 sin 8 1	 (C-q.1)
p3 sin a sin 93 = p1 [ sin a cos P1 sin (Y - y3) cos 83
+ sin Of sin cp1 (sin 81 sin 83 + cos	 cos 83 cos (y. - y3)
+ cos a (cos 8 1 sin w,3 - sin 81 cos 43 cos (yl
 - y3)
t31 C (V1 sin Y3 - V2 cos y3) cos 83 - V3 sin 83
+ m cos 83 (sin a sin Y3 - cos Y3 cos	 (C_7.2)
0r3 sin a sin 03 = P1 [ sin a cos ^1 sin ( y1 - Y3 ) cos 8.,
+ sin a sin 9 (sin 81 sin 83 + cos 91 cos 83 cos' ( Y1 - Y3) )
+ cos a (cos 81 sin 83 - sin 81 cos 63 cos (Y1 - Y3) 0
t32 [ (V1 sin Y3 - V2 cos y3) cos 83 - V3 sin 833
+ m cos 8 3 (sin X sin Y3 - cos y3 cos ^)	 (C-7.3)
p2 sin a sin 02 = p1 [ sin Of cos P1 sin (y y2) cos 82
+ sin a sin cp (sin 81 sin 82 + cos 41 cos 82 cos (Yl - 2 ) )
+ cos of (cos 6 1 sin 82 - sin 81 cos 82 cos (Yl
t L ^'1 sin Y2 - V2 cos Y2) cos 82 - V3 sin 82
cos Y2 cos 8 2	 (C-7.4)
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02 sin a sin W2 = pl C sin a cos 01sin (Y - y, cos 82+ sin a sin cpl (sin 8 sing + cos
	 cos 8 cos ( yl 
- y2) )+ cos a (cos Al sin 42 - sin Al cos !2 cos F1'yl - y2) ) ]
- t22 E (V 1 sin y2 - V2 cos y2 ) cos 82 - V.1 sin 82]
- .t cos y2 cos 82
	
(C-7. 5)
Next, multiply (4. 1) by cos 9 1 and (6. 1) by (- sin 81 ) etc. and add:
a cos a = p l cos a + t12 1(Vl sin y1 - V2	 cos Yd sin 81 + V3 cos 81](C-8.1)
P3 cos of = p l E- sin a cos cp1 sin (y1 - y3) sin 93
• sin a sin 0 (sin 8 cos 8 - cos 81 sin 83 cos (y 
_ 'Y3) )
• cos a (cos i1 cos 43 + sin S. sin 83 cos (yl - y 61
• t31 C (V1 sin y3 - V2 cos y3 ) sin g3 + V3 cos 13 1
- m sin 83 (sin X sin y3 - cos a cos y3)	 (C-8.2)
a3 cos a = pl - sin a cos cpl sin (yl - y3) sin 9
• sin a sin P1 (sin 9 cos 83 - cos Al sin 93 cos (y - y3) )
• cos a (cos e 1 cos  . + sin 81 sin 83 cos ( yl - y)
• t32 C (vl sin Y3 - V2 cos y3) sin % + V3 cos 3
m sin 83 (sin sin y3 - cos cos y3)	 (C- 8.3)
P2 cos a = pl E - sin a cos cpl sin (Y1 - y2 ) sin 8
+ sin a sin P1 (sin 9 1 cos 82 - cos 81 sin 92 cos (y - Y2) )
+ cos a (cos 81 cos 82 + sin 81 sin 82 cos ( yl - 'v2
• t21 (Vi sin 'Y2 - V2 cos y2) sin 82 + V3 cos e2 P
• I cos Y2 sin 8 2	 (C- 8.4)
a2 cos a = pl [ - sin a cos rpl sin ( yl - Y2) sin 822
+ sin a sin cp1 (sin 91 cos 92 - cos 81 sin 9 2 cos ( Y 1 - Y2) )
+ cos a (cos 91 cos 92 + sin 8 sin 82 cos (yl - 11	 ]
+ t22 E (V1 sin Y2 - V2 cos Y21 sin 82 + V3 cos 821
+ .t cos Y2 s in 82	 (C- 8. 5)
Equations ( 5 ), ( 7 ) and ( 8 ) constitute 15 equations in 15 unknowns - p i , v i , Vi
Bp i , and 0 i ; i=1, 2, 3.
Eliminate Or from (5. 1) and (7. 1) using (8. 1), etc.:
tan of cos 01 E p1 cos a + t12 (V1 sin Y  -
+ V3 t12 cos el] = pl sin a cos cpl
tan a sin 0 1 E p1 cos of + t12 (V1 sin Y 
• V3 t12 cos 81] = p1 sin a sin ^1
• V3t12 sin 01
V2 cos yl) sin 81
+ t12 (V1 cos Y1 + V2 sin y1)
(C-9.
V2 cos Y1) sin 81
- t12 (V1 sin y1 - V2 cos Y1 ) cos 91
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tan a cos 0  [RHS of (8.2)] =	 [RHS of (5.2)] (C-9.2)tan a sin 03 [ RHS of (8.2)] =	 E RHS of (7.2) ]
tan at cos [RHS of (8.3) -j =	 CRHS of (5.3)]	 (C-9.3)
tan a sin 03 CRHS of (8.3)] =	 CRHS of (7.3)]
tan a cos 02 [ RHS of (8.4) ] -	 [ R RS of (5.4) ]	 (C-9.4)tan a sin 0 2 [ RHS of (8.4)] =	 [RIB' of (7.4)]
tan a cos 02 [ RHS of (8.5) ] = L R HS of (5.5) ]	 (C- 9.5)tan a sin 0 2 [RHS of (8.5) ] = C RHS of (7.5) ]
By squaring and adding each of the pairs of equations, we obtain 5 equations in 5 un-
knowns - Vl , V21 V31 pl , pl . These are equations (10).
tan 2a 12 Pi cos a + ti2 [ (Vl sin y - V2 cos yl ) sin 81 + V.; cos 813 12 =
P1 2 sin a + 2 pl sin a t12 1: COS 01 (Vi cos Yl + V2 sin yl)
- sin o ( C V sin yl - V2 cosy :1 COS 81 - V3 sin 8 1 ) ]
1212 (Vi cos y11 + V2 sin Y112	 2
+ [ (Vl sin y1 - V2 cos Y.) cos 81 - V3 sin 8I J }
tan 2a { p [- sin a cos 0sin (y - Y3) sin 83
+ sin a sin P (sin 61 cos 813 - cos 81 sin 83 cos (Yl
 - Y3) )
+ cos a (cos 41 cos 83 + sin 81 sin % cos (Yl - Y) )]} t31 [ (Vi sin y3 - V2 cos Y3) sin 83 + V3 cos X31
- m sin 83 (sin w sin y3 - cos X cos Y3) 12
(C-10. 1)
f p 1
 [sin a cos w cos (y1 -'Y3) - sin a sin 01 cos 81
 sin (Yl - Y3)
l+ cos a sin 8 1 sin (Y - Y3) ] + t3 	1(V cos v3 + V2 	sin Y3)
- m (sin X cos Y3 + sin Y3 cos %) 2
+ { p [ sin a cos 0, sin ( / - Y3) cos 831 + sin a sin (Pl (sin 81 sin 83 + cos 0 cos 83 cos (Yi
 - Y3) )
+ cos a (cos El l sin 83 - sin 81 cos y cos (vl - y) )]
- t31 [ (V l sin Y3 - V2 cos Y3) cos 63' 	 V^ sin i3]
+ m cos 83 (sin a sin Y3 - cos Y3 cos ;k }
tan 20f p [ - sin a cos Ol sin (Yl ­Y3 ) sin 83
+ sin Of sin (sin 81 cos 83 - cos 81 sin 83 cos (vi - y3) )
+ cos a (Cos
	
coos 93 + sin 81 sin 83 cos ('Y1 - Y ) )
+ t32 [ (vi sin v3 - V2 cos 'Y3) sin 83 + V_g cos 83]
- m sin 83 (sin a sin v3 - cos X cos Y3) 1 Z
_ p 1 Esin a cos cp1 cos (Y1 - y3) - sin a sin 01 cos 81 sin (Yi - Y3)
+ cos a sin 6 l sin (Yl
 - v3)] + t3 (Vi cos Y3 + V2 An Y3)
m (sin X cos Y3 + sin Y3 cos a ) 12
(C-10. 2)
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+ I p1 (_ sin a cos o, stn (Yl -y ) cos 83
• sin a sin 0 (sin 8 sin 13 + cos 81 cos 83 cos ( yl - Y3 ) )
• cos a (cos i1 sin93 - sin 81 cos 83 cos ( yi - y) )]
t32 
` (V1 sin Y3 - 'Iy 2 cos Y3 ) cos 83 - V3 sin 13]+ m cos 83 (sin X sin V3 - cs Y3 coo 'k) } 2	 (C-10.3)
tan 2a 1 pl [ - sin a cos P sin (Y - y2) sin 82
• sin a sin (PI (sin 9 cos,-42, - cos 81 sin 82 cos ( Yl 
- y2))
• cos of (cos 81 Cos '2 +, sin 8 i sin 82 cos ('vi - y2)4:1
• t21 (V i n Y2 - V2 cos y2 ) sin 82 + V3 cos 82 J
+ I cos y2 sin 8 2 1 2
P, [ sin a cos cp1 cos (y1 - y2 ) - sin a sin (pi cos 81 :in (yl - y2)
+ cos a sin 81 sin (y1 
- y2D + t21 (V1 cos y2 + V2 sin Y2)
- A sin Y2 12
+ I pi Esin a cos <p1 sin (Y1 - y2 ) cos 82
• sin Of sin c01 (sin 8 1 sin 82 + cos 81 cos 82 cos (y - y2) )
• cos a (cos 81 sin 82 - sin 81 cos 8 cos ( y1 - y) ^]
t21 [ (V1 sin 72 - V2 cos Y2) cos 82 - V3 sin 821
	
1, cos Y2 cos 82 1 2
	(C-10. A)
tan 20t I pi E - sin a cos <p sin (y - Y2) sin 82
{• sin a sin cp1 (sin i cos 92 - cos 8l sin 82 cos ( y - y2) )
cos a (cos 91 cos k+ sin 81 sin 82 cos ( yl - Y )^^
+ t22 E Ni sin Y2 - V2 cos Y2) sin 82 + V3 COS 
'2J
+ I Cos y2 sin 8212
p1 sin a cos cpl
 cos ( y1 - y2 ) - sin a sin 01 cos 81 sin (y1 - y2)
+ cos a sin 21 sin ( y1 - y2)] + t22 (VI cos y2 + V2 sin y2)
- I sir. Y2
+ ; p
1 
E sin a cos 91 sin (y1 - y2 ) cos 82
• sin a sin cp 11 (sin 81 sin 8. + cos 81 cos 82 cos ( yl - y2) )
• ccs a (cos 91 sir, 92 - sin 81 cos 82 cos ( y1 - y)
t22 C (Vl sin Y2 - V2 cos y2 ^ cos 82 - V3 sin
Cosy	
92
- k	 cos 82 2	
-
	 (C_10.5)2	 }
Further reduction of these equations to three equations in three unknowns is possible.
However, these equations are more convenient for purposes of computer solution.
These five equations in pi , <pl , V1 , V2 , and V3 have been programmed for computer
itdration using the Secant method for non-linear equations, which is a part of the GE-
605 auxiliary library.
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APPENDIX 2
SISYPHUS ORIENTATION AND VIEWIN"NGLE
Summary
A number of combinations of viewing angle and orientation
angle (angle between Sisyphus optical axis and the vehicle rotation
axis) have been studied for the Sisyphus System. An optimum com-
bination appears to be a viewing angle of 100 and an orientation angle
of 45°. This is based on two considerations: (1) the necessity to have
a sufficient number of stars to provide a regular program of instrument
calibration, and (2) minimizing the number of star exclusion circuits re-
quired to record particle events in the prese._ce of such stars.
Viewing angles larger than 100 may produce unacceptable image
degradation while angles smaller than this will increase the number of
bright stars exceeding the threshold of the instrument, and thus increase
the required number of star exclusion circuits.
Orientation angles of 45° and 300 were considered for various
viewing angles. The number of star exclusion circuits required remained
the same in each case. However, the 300 angle does not permit regular
instrument calibration (too few stars) and was, therefore, ruled undesirable.
Larger orientation angles decrease overall sensitivity due to the poorer
scattering angle while smaller. angles get into the shadow of the vehicle.
2-1
Viewing Angles
In determining an optimum viewing angle, three values were studied,
namely, 50 , 7.50, and 10°. Associated with each of these angles is a
threshold curve which varies with galactic latitude. The number of stars
brighter than each of these thresholds was determined and the results
are illustrated in Figures 1, 2, and 3.
The position (celestial longitude) of the Pioneer vehicle and the
Sisyphus orientation will determine which of these stars will be in the
field of view at any time. Using Figure 4, Pioneer's position can be
obtained at any time during the mission. Thus, it is possible to determine
which stars will be in the field of view as a function of time from launch.
..
This information is given in Figures 5, 6 and 7.
It can be seen that the number of stars in the field during a sing le
rotation varies from 4 at a 10° viewing angle to 12 at a viewing angle of
5 degrees. Since a system which requires more star exclusion circuits is
obviously more complex, the 10° field of view appears to be most desirable.
Prior studies have shown that the counting rates for these angles should be
the same. The particle radius sensitivity goes inversely as the first power
of the viewing angle.
I	 Orientation Angles
The previous conclusions cited in the Pioneer proposal were obtained
considering an orientation angle of 45°. However, since this required a
100 - 150 tilt of the instrument optics relative to the supporting structure,
I
	
	
an angle of 30° was also considered. This would reduce the mounting
difficulty since no tilt would be required.
A viewing angle of 10° was selectee since it optimizes the number of
stars. Therefore, the only effect of reducing the orientation angle from
45 to 30° was to decrease the total sky area covered and thus eliminate
1	 great since, as is shown in Figure 9, there is a period of approximately 180some stars. However, the number of stars eliminated appears to be too
days when there are no bright stars in the field of view and thus calibrationt	 is impossible.
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Re Hult s
On the basis of the results from the cases considered, a viewing
angle of loo and an orientation angle of 450 seem to be the most de-
sirable combination.
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SISYPHUS FALSE ALARM RATE
I.	 DURODU CTION
The Sisyphus system utilizes reflected or scattered solar radi: r 1 on from a
meteoroid for detection, trajectory and velocity measurements (Ref. 6). Three
photoelectric detectors and associated optics which are separated by short base lines
are pointed so that their optic axes are parallel and form the apexes of as equilateral
triangle. The geometry of this system enables the trajectory of an object to be de-
termined as it moves across the combined field of view of the detectors (see Fig. 1).
While in the field of view, each photoelectric detector generates a signal from which
transit tames are obtained. The accuracy of such measurements is dependent upon
the ability of the system to discriminate between noise (false alarms) and legitimate
signals.
Discrimination between noise a-ad signals can be obtained by three methods -
(1) a threshold criteria, (2) a coincidence requirement, and (3) a pulse rejection
technique. In the first approach, only those noise pulses which exceed a set threshold
value will register as false alarms. In the second approach, coincidence signals from
all three photoelectric detectors are required before a noise signal is registered while
the third method requires, in addition, a minimum duration time for the pulse. Pro-
per application of all three criteria should result in improved data return from the sys-
tem which does not tax the available telemetry capacity.
H.	 EXPERIMENT
A. Objective
The first task in the development of the Sisyphus system is to investi-
gate the effects of noise and threshold on discrimination of legitimate events and to
demonstrate the degree of accuracy to which measurements can be made. To this end,
the necessary Laboratory equipment was designed, experimental data was obtained,
and the results compared to the existing theories (Ref. 1, 2).
B. Circuit Design
1.	 Noise
To begin the investigation of the Meteoroid Detector, a noise
background was needed to simulate a sky or star fieid. A "white noise" spectrum was
selected because it supplied a "... wide, continuous frequency spectrum and its am-
plitude distribution simulates the characteristics of many natural phenomena ... " (Ref. 3).
Two white noise sources were considered. The first type used a
regular carbon-base resistor. This type of resistor produced random voltage fluctua-
tions across its terminals, known as Johnson Noise. The RMS volt. ,; output across
the resistor's terminals without an external current source may be ..xpressed by:
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ERMS = (4 KCR A FBW )1/2
	
(1)
where K is the Boltzmann constant, C the temperature in degrees Kelvin, R the
resistance and AF	 the
10
	
	
 bandwidth frK. jue^:cy. For a sample case of 10 Megohm,
3 Hertz and 2900 K (room temperature), the RMS voltage is
ERMS = (4 x 1.38 x 10 -23 x 290 x 10 6 x 103 ) 1/2	 4 microvolts.
This is well below the sensitivity of most instruments and, therefore, would have limited
application. Even if the resistance and bandwidth frequency were squared and the am-
bient temperature raised an additional 1000C, the output E his would only be approxima-
tely . 15 volts. Consequently, the use of such a device would not be satisfactory.
The second approach to obtaining a suitable noise output resulted
in . • .se of a photomultiplier tube (PM) as the noise source. The primary process of
a Pxvi is the absorption of quanta and the liberation of electrons. The fluctuations due
to the discrete nature of this electronic charge is called Shot Noise. The RMS current
froi , such a process may be expressed by the formula
IRMS = 2 e i AF BW
	 (2)
wL_;rc a is 1. 60 x 10-18 coulombs, i the average current, and AF BW  the band-
width frequency. The RMS noise voltage for a PM may be defined as
ERMS - IRMS x gainPM x R = gainPM x R x (2 e i AFBW )1/2 (3)
where i becomes the current found at the photocathode of the PM.
A comparison of Johnson and Shot noise may now be performed.
If the gain PM = 10 6, i = 10-12 amperes, and the values for R, C and K from above, the
Shot Noise output will be approximately 18 millivolts compared to the 4 microvolt output
for Johnson Noise. This confirmed the use of a PM as a suitable noise source. The PM
output was fed to a RMS voltmeter which was used both as a voltage measuring device and
as an amplifier for input to the threshold circuit. Finally, it was found that only with
proper shielding of the output, that is, using coaxial cables and light-tight covers, could
the stray capacitances and 60 cycle noise be reduced within tolerable limits.
2.	 Threshold
A relatively simple threshold circuit was construct old as shown in
Fig. 2. In esscnce, the transistors Q l
 and Q2 act as Switches. When Q 1 is on, Q2 is
3-3
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FIGURE 8. Schematic Diagram of a Threshold C!rcuit
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off and vice versa. The noise pulse (N) enters Q1 at Ein; J N < VT , Q1
 stays off while
Q2
 stays on. The result is Eout - VT' When N 2 VT , Q1 draws current to its collector,
thereby turning off Q2 . This results in Eout - VB. In other words, Eout will swing be-
tween VT and VB for a signal N a VT . Q2 also has the added effect of speeding up the
switching rates of the threshold circuit.
In its original form, the circuit (see Fig. 2) included a 5K G poten-
tiometer between terminals A and B. This potentiometer enabled the threshold VT to be
adjusted to various levels. This resistive load added an unwanted hysteresis effect
thought to be of minimal importance at first. * It was found, however, that as soon as
a noise pulse exceeded the threshold, the threshold would drop to a lower value, causing
more noise pulses to exceed the new (lower) threshold. Also, recovery of the threshold
to its normal position was inhibited. To eliminate this effect, the potentiometer was re-
plac-d by a 3 volt battery across terminals A and B. The equivalent threshold was meas-
ured to be 4 volts d. c.
3. Coincidence
To investigate coincidence of signals, as shovm by Fig. 1, at
least two threshold circuits, PMs and amplifiers, were needed. Design of the coinci-
dence circuit required two diodes set in an "AND" position; that is, if one pulse from
circuit 1 "and" another pulse from circuit 2 coincide, then a signal (E c) would result).
The final breadboard apparatus utilizing both threshold circuits and coincidence is shown
in Fig. 3. In general, the amplitude of the coincidence signal will vary between V T and
VB, similar to the threshold circuits.
4. Pulse Discrimination
The technique of pulse rejection can also be used in conjunction
with the threshold criteria in order to reduce the false alarm problem. This method
rejects all pulses which do not remain above the threshold for a preset length of time.
Thus, even though a pulse satisfies the threshold criteria, it will not be accepted as
legitimate unless the minimum time requirement is also satisfied.
The circuit employed to perform this rejection process is shown
in Fig. 4. As can be seen from the figure, the circuit consists of two threshold cir-
cuits in series with an integrator. The integrator and the second threshold circuit make
up the pulse discriminator. A noise signal entering the circuit must first satisfy the
threshold criteria of circuit 1. The output of this threshold circuit is then passed on to
the pulse discrimination circuit which tests the width of the pulse. If it is greater than
or equal to 1/RC, the output of circuit 2 is Eout _ VB. If the pulse is too short, Eout -
VT. Thus, a false alarm will occur only if N Z VT and the pulse width exceeds or equals
1/11C.
*In the more advanced stage of development of this system, hysteresis will be used.
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FIGURE 3. Schematic Diagram of Both Threshold Circuits with Coincidence
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The probability of a false alarm can be further reduced by also
requiring that the coincidence criteria be satisfied. The circuit, in this case, would
be the same as that of Fig. 5 with threshold circuit 1 replaced by the coincidence cir-
cuit shown in Fig. 3.
5.	 Final Preparation of Equipment
The final assembly of the constructed test equipment required
the addition of low level light sources to the PM windows and control of all unwanted
stray light. The signal bandwidth (&F BW) of each c i rcuit was obtained by applying a
sine wave of known amplitude at E in and adjusting the input frequency until the half
power point (-3 db) was reached. The noise equivalent bandwidth (pFNN) for a simple
low pass RC circuit such as that used here may be expressed as 2 Q FBW . The time
constant ( T ) of each circuit is given by the expression
T = 1/(2IrAFBW)	 (4)
The noise output of the PM (ERMS) was amplified by the EMS volt meter. The EMS
noise voltage (N) is given by the relationship
N = ERAW x gain	 (5)
III.	 DISCUSSION
A.	 Theoretical Considerations
1.	 Threshold and Coincidence
The test equipment (as explained above) was designed on the
principle that each time a noise signal exceeds the threshold (V T), a false alarm pulse
would occur (Fig. 5). In order to relate this concept into a useable form, the statis-
tical fluctuations of the RUB noise voltage must be considered. The probability of de-
tection of one false alarm is given by the Gaussian probability-density function (Ref.
4, 5) .
P(n) do = nexp _ n2	do	 (6)
 (
=N	 2. N
where "n" is the amplitude of the noise envelope and N the EMS value of the noise
voltage. In order to determine the probability of a false alarm, Pi A , i.e., the pro-
bability of one noise pulse exceeding the threshold voltage (V T), Eq. (6) is integrated
between the limits of VT and -. We now obtain
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Figure 5. False Alarms Due to the Noise Voltage Exceeding Threshold
f
PFA = Probability ("VT < n < 0°) _	 n exp _ n2	 do
VT N^	 n21
or
2
PFA = exp	 VT	 (7)
_...N2
The relationship of Eq. (7) is one form of the Gaussian probability distribution, known
as the Rayleigh probability distribution. The differen ^e from the normal Gaussian is
that the normalization of Eq. (6) is from V T to ao and not -0 to , as in the Gaussian
distribution.
Substituting T (threshold voltage vdc) for V T in Eq. (7), the final
relationship, a power spectrum, is formed
PFA = exp1
	
T
_
	
2
2 C N
In an earlier description (Ref. 6), T and N were defined in terms of power. Since our
measurements in the laboratory will be made in terms of voltages, we shall henceforth
define our threshold to noise ratio in terms of voltages. Given that AF 	 the noise
equivalent bandwidth, defines the number of noise pulses possible per uA time, the
false alarm rpte (FAR) can now be obtained:
FAR = AF  . PFA = OFN a-1/2 (T/N)2	(9)
where T/N is the limiting factor in determining the FAR.
The probability of signal coincidence, given two independent cir-
cuits, may be expressed by the intersection of the two. Mathematically, it can be ex-
pressed as
Pc (1n 2) = PFA (1) x PFA (2) .
Therefore, Eq. (S) may be easily transformed to give
Pc = Pc (1 n 2) = e-1/2 (T/N)2 x e-1/2 (T/N) 2 = e (T/N)2	 (10)
(8)
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To full- understand signal coincidence, the pulse shape must be considered. The actual
pule^ characteristics and shape duplicate a typical RC rise and decay curve. For the
purpose of this discussion, since T ac 1, the pulse will be considered rectangular;
typical outputs of circuits 1 and 2 are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 (composite photograph).
The outputs, as shown in Fig. 6, do not necessarily have the same pulse width. This is
due to the fact that one or more pulses occurring close together could cause the threshold
circuit to stay on for prolonged periods. This is especially true when T/N 0 1. On the
other hand, one noise pulse of high amplitude could also cause the same effect. Fig. 6-C
shows the resultant or coincidence signal. The coincidence time squared (t c^) 4s just the
product of the two circuits, or
tc2
 = t  . t^ _ (Tk + Ek) . (Tj + Ej )
where E is the signal width. Expanding, we get
tc = ( Tk T  + f  Tj + C  Tk + C  Ek)1
/2 .
Coincidence of the signal pulses shown in Fig. 6-C can only occur
when both pulses "happen to exist" at the same time. Predictions for rate of coinci-
dence (FLOC) may be readily obtained if their existence is due entirely to a random dis-
tribution. One such approach utilized DUTY CYCLE (D. C.), which may be defined as
the percentage of time (tk ) a circuit is operable in contrast to the time it could have
been operable ( TO. This may be written as
DC 1 = t1	 and	 DC  = t2
Tk	 Tk
where the total on-time is equal to the number of pulses (N i ) times an available width
T , obtained from a given time period ( Tk ); therefore,
DCl = tl = Ni Ti	 and DC  = N2 %
Tk	 Tk	 Tk
The actual percentage of on -time for a coincidence circuit is given by the product of
the two duty cycles
DCT
 =DC1 x DC2 = Ni Tl x N2 = Ni N2 T1 T2	 (11)
Tk	 Tk	 Tk
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Figure 6. Showing Signal Output of the Threshold Circuits with Cdwidence
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ZFIGURE 7. Composite Photograph Showing 'r%.pical Signal Outau t and Coincidence
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The actual ROC is than given as ROC = DC T/ T , where the 'r used here must be the
larger value, becau&.- the ROC should represent the minimum coincidence rate. In
practice, the width o,' each pulse is a function of the noise amplitude and not r (refer
to Fig. 6). However, the minimum width per pulse must be at least equal to r.
Therefore, using T = T2 because T2 > rl (experimental results), we obtain
ROC = DCT = Nl N2 ^ Tl % = N N T
..  .^
'r2	 2 k	
T k
2.	 Threshold and Pulse Discrimination
The test equipment in this case was designed such that a false
alarm pulse would occur each time the noise signal remained above the threshold for
a predetermined length of time. In order to predict the false alarm rate for these con-
ditions we must determine the probability that a noise pulse will be greater than or
equal to a preset length of time and that it will also exceed the threshold.
The theory postulated is as follows. N pulses shorter than twice
the time constant of the circuit are rejected, it is possible to simulate the false alarm
rate of a broadband circuit by
FAR = A FN a-(T/N)2
	
(13)
instead of
FAR = A FN e
-1/2(T/N)2 .	 (14)
As will be shown in the next section, the experimental results seem to verify this theory.
B.	 Evaluation of Results
'the results of the experimental (measured) data and the theoretical (pre-
dicted) data have been compiled in Tables 1 and 2.
In comparing the results of each threshold circuit, one sees that a close
correlation exists. Figs. 8 and 9 present these data in a graphical manner. The prin-
cipal difference is in the slopes. It is believed that the divergence of the slopes is a
function of the measured TIN ratio. The RNS noise voltage, together with the computed
amplifier gain, could have been consistently too high throughout the measurement inter-
val. The effect here would, in essence, shift the measured data and its slope upward.
(12)
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TABLE TWO
FALSE ALARM RATE
RMS NOISE VOLTAGE (MV) (T/N)2 PREDICTED	 MEASURED
3.0 8.33 5	 8
3.6 6.10 46	 55
4.2 4.70 189	 205
5.2 3.32 755	 725
6.4 2.50 1720	 1400
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Also, the threshold (T) was found to vary somewhat under load conditions. In opera-
tion, it was found that the coincidence circuit added a small delay time to the individual
threshold circuits. These subtle errors could shift the results enough so as to produce
those differences obtained between the predicted and measured data. It is to be noted
that predicted rates are always higher than those measured.
The measured and predicted ROC, as bhown in Fig. 10, agreed satis-
factorily. It appears that for very small T/N values, the percent increase in the num-
ber of coincidences declined because each circuit is in coincidence for longer periods
of time. During this "coincidence time", the counter could not register new pulses.
Typically, this occurs when a large amplitude noise signal coincides with several closely
spaced lower amplitude signals. This counter could only sense the number of pulses and
not their duration.
Figure 11 illustrates the effect of employing a pulse discrimination cir-
cuit together with the threshold circuit. The false alarm rate is reduced considerably
as can be seen by comparison with Figures 8 and ,
 9. The relatively good agreement
between the predicted and measured values of FAR indicate that the theory postulated
in the previous section is valid. The slight difference in slopes of the two curves illus-
trates the sensitivity of FAR to the value of the threshold voltage.
IV.	 CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in the preceding pages indicate that we can predict the
effect of noise on the false alarm rate. This capability will allow us to determine the
value of the threshold to noise ratio which is necessary to obtain any desired false
alarm rate. This knuwledge is needed in order to determine the sensitivity to which
the circuit mukit be designed.
The next logical step in the development of the Sisyphus system is to consider
the affect of noise on the measurement of transit times and differential times. These
effects can be determined by superimposing noise on a signal of known width and then
measuring the width of this pulse. The error in differential times, i. e. , error in
time between pulses, can be determined in a similar manner. This error analysis
will be the subject of a separate report.
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Figure 10. Rate of Coincidence (FLOC)
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SISYPHUS SIGNAL AND NOISE ERROR ANALYSIS
I.	 INTRODUCTION
The Sisyphus Detection System obtains information concerning the range and
r
	 velocity of meteoroids by measuring their transit times through the fields of view of
three independent, non-imaging optical subsystems. The success of the system depends
upon its ability to produce reliable values for the measured transit times. However,
since the system has a finite response time and since the measurements will be made
in the presence of background noise it is inevitable that the information returned will
be in error to some degree. It is therefore necessary to determine the values of
threshold to noise and signal to threshold which will minimize these errors and still
allow an adequate amount of data to be obtained. Also, given specific values for the
above parameters we must possess the ability to determine the reliability of the data
returned.
The errors which should be considered are of two types, namely, the error in
the pulse width and the error in the differentW times between the pulses of any two
subsystems. The errors will be caused by the previously mentioned factors of finite
rise time and the presence of noise. An additional source of error may result if
the gains of any two pulses are not equal and thus the actual differential times would
be altered.
A theoretical analysis of these potential errors is presented in the following
pages. For convenience and clarity, the effect of the finite response time is treated
first anti then the effects of noise and variable gain are added to complete the
theoretical study. Experimental verification of the theoretical results is presented
in the final pages.
U.	 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
A.	 Noise-Free Considerations
1.	 Errors in Pulse-width
The analysis which follows assumes that an exponential rise
and decay is appropriate for the pulse form, as is shown in Figure 1.
aY	 VO
i
VT
I^ t  -4	 1
t	 J
Figure 1
VO - signal voltage
VT - threshold voltage
?-?J
The time which we want to accurately determine is denoted by t.
However, due to the non-zero rise-time of the circuit, the threshold voltage will not
be reached at t=0 but at some later time (threshold-time) t I . This limitation on the
circuit thus causes our measured value for the lead threshold-time to be too large.
Similarly, the trailing edge of the pulse will cross the threshold at a time t + t which
will also be larger than desired. The total measured width of the pulse will then be
given by t + t - t which is in error by the amount t - t . We must, therefore,
obtain an expression for this error as a function of known variables.
If we consider the equations for the voltage as a function of
time we have
V=V  (1 - e -t/,r
	 (1)
from which we obtain, for the leading edge,
V
= -in (1- T/Vo)	 (2)
where T is the time constant of the circuit. We have the analogous expression for
the trailing edge, namely,
T= -1n (VT/Vo ).	 (3)
Subtracting Eq. (2) from Eq. (3) yields
t2T t  = In (1 VT/Vo) - In ( T/Vo)	 (4)
Thus,, we see that the pulse-width error is a function of the
ratio (signal voltage/threshold voltage), V /V . The curves shown in Figure 2_
illustrate this functional relationship. Note-that-the error is given in terms of the
time constant, T.
Also shown in Figure 2 is the case where the lead threshold is
twice as large as the trailing threshold. This case of unequal thresholds may be
used to eliminate the "dropout problem," i.e., when a signal is caused to fall below
3-24
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the threshold prematurely due to background noise. If dropout did occur the measured
time for the pulse-width would be too small. Since the occurrence of "dropout" is
difficult to detect and to compensate for the probability of its occurrence should be
minimized.
2.	 Errors in Differential Times
Determination of the pulse-to-pulse error can be simplified
by considering the change in threshold time produced by a variation in the gain. This
difference is the error in the differential time measurements. We should, therefore,
determine the change in threshold time as a unction of the variation in gain. The
parameters of interest are illustrated in Figure 3.
V02	 V01 - signal voltage 01
V02 - signal voltage #2
X01	 VT - threshold voltage
VT
 
tl -variation in threshold time
h-A tl ♦I
t 1	 t1 + A tl
Figure 3
From Figure 3 we see that we must obtain an expression for
At1 , (since it represents the variation in threshold-time). For any given threshold
voltage, VT, we have the expressions
VT = Vol (1-e 1) (T )
	
(5)
and
VT = Vo2 (1-e 1	 1 )	 (6)
IvIanipuiation of Eqs. (5) and (6) give us the results
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tl = -ln (1 - VT/Vol)
	 (7)T
and
tl TAtl = -ln (1-VT/ 02)	 (8)
Subtracting Eq. (7) from Eq. (8) provides us with the desired expression for Atl,
namely,
At  = In (1- VT/Vol) - In (1- VT/Vo2 ). (9)
Ir
Thus, by vfrying the ratio VT/Vo we can determine the behavior of At  for various
values of o2/Vol. The rests of these calculations are shown by the curves in
Figure 4. If we assume that o/VTT = 2. is a typical value for the signal to threshold
ratio, we see that a 100° variation in the gain produces an error of .4,r in the
measured differential time.
B.	 Noise Considerations
1 •	 Errors in Pulse Width
The previous analyses have assumed that we have been working
with noise free circuits. At this point we shall consider the effect of white noise on
the leading and trailing edges and thereby determine the pulse width errors.
It has been shown (Reference 1) that the noise in a circuit
can be approximated by its constant rms value and added to the signal. On this
basis our pulse (with noise) will be as shown in Figure 5.
V	 N	 N - RMS noise
Vo
 - signal volte
VT	 /	 \	 VT - threshold voltage
t 
	
	 t2
Figure 5
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Our equations for the potential will thus have the form
V = o tl-e -t1/T ) + N	 (leading edge) 00)
and	 V = V0 a-t2/T + N.	 (trailing edge) (11)
Since we want the worst case we must use the expressions for the potentials in which
the rms noise is added to both the trailing and leading edge of the pulse. Our ex-
pressions for the threshold times then become
t  = -In (1- VT/ o + N/ o)
	 (12)T
and
	
t2/T = -In (VT/V - N/V0 )•	 (13)
0
Combining eqs. 02) and 03) gives us
t2
 - t  = In (1-VT/Vo + N/Vo ,	 VT/V N/- In (o - o)
	 (14)T
as the expression for the pulse width error in the presence of noise. LVigure 6
the pulse width error in the presence of noise is shown as a function of o/V for
a (threshold/noise) ratio of 5. In order to illustrate the effect of noise more dearly;
the error without noise is again presented.
2.	 Errors in Differential Times
As before we can determine the pulse-to-pulse errors by
considering only the errors in the leading edge measurements as is illustrated
in Figure 7.
V02
	 } N	 N - RMS noise
V01 - signal voltage #1
V01
	 V02 - signal voltage #2
VT - threshold voltage
VT	 t1 - maximum error
t. min 1 max
I-&1-4	 Figure 7
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The quantity At1 represents the maximum rms error which can occur it measuring
the threshoid-time. If we determine an expression for At , in Figure 7, it will
represent a worst case analysis of the problem. Our expression for th,a potential
now has the form
t max/,r
VT = Vol (1-e 1	 ) - N	 (16)
which yields
t1 max	
- in (1- N/Vo2	VT/Vol ).
	
06)
Similarly, we have
t1 Tin = -ln (1 + N/Vo2 - VT/
 02 ). 	 07)
Thus, the maximum rms error which could be obtained in measuring the threshold-
time of a pulse with variable gain in the presence of noise is given by
V
tImax - t  min 
= In 0 + N/Vo2 - VT/Vo2) - In (1-N/Vol	 T/Vol) (18)T
V The n.4gnitude of0is error can be examined as a function of
the three ratios ol/V	 T/N, and o/V	 The results of such a study are
shown in Figures 8 ando^ 	 T.
M. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THEORY
In order to determine the validity of the theoretical predictions, an electrical
circuit capable of simulating actual signal to noise problems was constructed. The
circuit, shown in block firm in Figure 10, was essentially the same as that used
previously in determining false alarm rates (FAR) for the system (Ref. 2). The
only modification was the addition of a pulse generator, which provided the signs:
input.
The noise signal was generated by light emission to a photomultiplier tube.
The output of the photomultiplier was then added to a signal from the pulse generator
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to produce - signal in the presence of noise. This output was then amplified and used
to make the signal to noise measurements.
The threshold voltage was preset at a constant value of 4 vdc. Then by
varying the riFs noise voltage the ratio of (threshold/noise' could be controlled.
The value of T/N will deterine the false alarm rate as was shown in Ref. 2.
It shoulf be noted that a high T/N ratio corresponds to a low false alarm rate,
e.g. if T/N = 5 then FAR = . 6/sec. The value of (signal/mise) can be controlled
by adjusting the amplitude of the pulse generator. It is, therefore, possible to
obtain any set of conditions desired.
In order to provide experimental verification of our theoretical results we
made sevral measurements in the most sensitive region of the curve. For each
value of o/VTT several (- 50) readings were taken for the pulse width and the
standard deviation was calculated (Table 1). In this case the standard deviation i^s
actually the deviation from the pulse-width error without noise. Thus, if these
points are plotted they should fall on the theoretical curve for pulse-width error with
noise. As is shown in Fig. 11, there is close agreement between the predicted and
iptual values. The accuracy of the theory seems to increase with larger values of
o/V . The significance of Fig. 11 is that 68%of the pulse-width measurements will
have errors which lie within the dashed boundaries.
Similar measurements were made for the pulse -to Pulse errors (Table 2)
with the results shown in Fig. 12 for the specific value of T/N = 5. Again we see
that the experimental and theoretical values are in close agreement.
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TABLE 1
Pulse-width Errors
Vo/VT (signal/threshold)
1.2
1.5
2.0
Theoretical
RMS Error
1.057= 15.75 p- sec.
.557=  8.25 k-sec.
. 4T = 6.00 µsec.
Experimental
RMS Error
17.43 µ-sec
7.64 µ-sec
5.951A-sec.
o/VT
TABLE 2
Pulse-to-Pulse Errors
Theoretical
RMS Error
1.2
	
1.5	 .857 = 12.75 p-sec
	
2.0	 . 47 = 6.00 IA-sec
Experimental
RMS Error
27.36 µ—sec.
11.37 A- sec.
5.4114-sec.
T = time constant = 15A s
*Note that (RMS Error)/T is plotted in Figs. 11 & 12
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
Although the experimental values obtained were limited in number, they were
obtained for the most critical and sensitive portion of the curve. Since they correlated
quite well throughout this region, it seems reasonable to assume that this close
correspondence will continue for the remainder of the useable operating region.
We have therefore exhibited the capability of predicting the accuracy to which
any time measurement can be made. Given the value of (threshold/noise) and
(signal/threshold) R Is possible to determine confidence limits on the error in the
measurement. For example in Figures 11 and 12 we have shown the 68% confidence
limits for the pulse-width error and pulse-to-pulse error.
The initial step in determining any error range is to define the expected
false alarm rate, which in turn, will give us the I (threshold/noise) ratio. It is then
possible to generate the range of expected error as a function of (signal7thras6old) ''
and thus determine the reliability or accuracy of the data returned.
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APPENDIX 4
SISYPHUS ERROR ANALYSIS
I. Introduction
A parametric analysis has been performed to estimate the errors in particle
range and velocity which may result from uncertainties in the measured parameters.
The parameters to be measured and which will be considered in this study are the
optical misalignment angles and the times of particle entrance and exit for each
field of view.
Obviously, there exists an infinity of possible trajectories and any attempt to
analyze more than one or two representative cases would indeed be a Sisyphustian
task. Therefore, a "baseline trajectory " was established and the analysis was
confined to considerations of this sample. Tbus, it must be remembered that the
results which are presented apply specifically onlv to the baseline trajectory, but
will illustrate trends and relative errors between parameters which can be applied
to other cases.
II. Instrument and Traiectory Information
A. Instrument Parameters
Since all necessary information can be derived from measurements
made with a three-cone system, the analysis was performed with three optics
arranged such that the apices of the conical fields of view were at the vertices of 	 z
an equilateral triangle. The separation distance between individual optics was
8.5 inches, and the total field of view of each optic was 7.8 0. These dimensions
are consistent with those being used for the Pioncer system, except that any three
4-1
cones chosen from the four-cone system of Pioneer will be at the vertices of a
isosceles right triangle whose legs are 8.5 inches, and consequently, one separa-
tion distance will be greater than 8.5 inches ( ,-12 inches). It must also be pointed
out that four optics provide four independent solutions, yielding an improvement
In accuracy of a factor of 2.
In order to have a realistic system we must assume that the optics are
misaligned, i.e., the three optical axes are not mutually parall al. It is esti-
mated that the axes can be aligned to within four militradians. Therefore, a nom-
inal misalignment of 4 milliradians will be used throughout the analysis. The
angles used to describe the misalignment are illustrated in Figure 1.
B. Trajectory Parameters
An attempt was made to choose a particle trajectory which represents a
"general" case, I. e., transit times are not maximum, differential times are all
unequal and the velocity components are all non-zero. The parameters of such a
trajectory are shown in Table 1, along with the instrument parameters for com-
pleteness. Figure 2 illustrate: the path of the particle through the three-cone
system in the aligned and misaligned case.
The f i t •st cone entered by the particle is designated cone number one. If
the triangle formed by the line joining the apices of the three cones is traversed
in a clockwise direction as seen looking into the detector, the next apex encoun-
tered will be designated as the apex of cone 2. The remaining cone is then cone
3. The coo rdinate axes for the system are centered at the apex of cone 1 with the
positive X2 :axis extending to the apex of cone 2. The positive X3 axis coincides
4-2
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i
Figure 1. Illustration of the angles(9,y) used to define the optical misalignment.
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Table 1
Traiectory Parameters:
Particle Velocity 20 km/s
Velocity Component V 1 13.15 km/s
Vel ocity Component V2 14.14 km/s
Velocity Component V3 4.84 km/s
Entrance angle ( see Figure 1) :
For Range = 10m 2000
For Range = 100m 2230
Svstem Parameters:
Separation Distance of Optics 	 8.5 in.
Total Field of View	 7.80
Misalignment Angles:
8 2	 4mrad
y2	 ff
8 3	 4 m rad
Y 3	 fr/4
4-4
Figure 2. Trajectory through aligned ( dashed) and misaligned (solid) fields of
view at a range of —10 meters. Arrows indicate direction of
misalignment.
:-J
with the optical axis of cone 1 and the X 1 axis completes a right-handed
 
orthogonal
coordinate system with X2 and X3.
III. Method of Analysis
In order to perform the deAired analysis of the system, tb ,9 correct entrance
and exit times had to be generated for the trajectory to be studied. It was to meet
this requirement that the computer program "MISTIMES" was written. Using the
set of system and trajectory parameters given in Table 1, the set of times (Tij)
listed in Table 2 was generated. The subscript i = 1, 2, or 3 identifies the cone;
the subscript j = 1 or 2 denotes an entrance or exit, respectively.
The usual. procedure for determining the range and three velocity components
was first to assume that the system was aligned and obtain an estimated set of solu-
tion:, using the "SISYPHUS" program. This estimate was then used as the staring
point for the iterative procedure employed in determining the solutions for a :uis-
aligned system using the "MISSYS" program. However, it was found that when the
difference between the estimate and the correct solution was greater than about 50%
of the correct solution, erroneous values were returnedfor the range; and the veloc-
ity components. It was also found that any set of estimates which was within 50%
of the correct values would consistently return the same set or answers, namely
the correct set. If, on the other hand, different estimates returned different sets
of solutions, the correct set was never among them. Thus, when a variety of
estimated solutions consistently yield the same results. the correct solution has
been obtained. It was also observed that errors in the estimated range had he
4-6
Table 2
4-7
Range = 10 m:
T 11 -	 0.0
1 21 =	 6.44 µ s
1 31 = 13.71 µ s
T 12	 = 63.95 µ s
T 22 =	 77.00 As
T32 =	 71.43 µ s
Range = 100 m:
T 11 = 0.0
T12 = 21.15 µ s
T13 = 12.27 µs
112	 = 714.93 µ s
122	 = 740.16 )As 
T 32 =	 '122.42 us
greatest influence on the results obtained by the iterative procedure. Finally, the
values of the entrance angle obtained from SISYPHUS were found to be acceptable
estimates in most cases.
Currently, the estimates must be chosen by the analyst, but it will obviously
be advantageous to incorporate this task into the computer program. When this
program modification is completed the computer will choose estimates until the
same set of values is consistently returned.
Using the three computer programs, MISTIMES, SISYPHUS, and MISSYS
(see Section VII) the following questions were answered for the trajectory and
system parameters listed in Table 1:
Assuming correct misalignment (values in table 1) -
1. What is the effect of a change in one exit time?
2. What is the effect of a change in all exit times?
3. What is the effect of a change in the entrance and exit times of one
channel ( constant transit time) ?
4. What is the effect of a change in the pulse width of 1 channel?
5. What is the effect of a change in the pulse width of 2 channels?
Assuming correct times (values in table 2) -
6. What is the effect of a change in the misalignment angles?
?. What is the maximum misalignment angle which can be tolerated?
IV. Results of the Anal>sis
The assumed errors in the entrance and exit times were varied from 0. lµ s
4-8
to 1.6 g s; the effect of these errors on the range and the three velocity com-
ponents is illustrated graphically in Figures 3 through 8. Figures 3 and 4 show
the effect of varying first one and then all three exit times. When only one exit
time is changed, an error is intr-)duced into the exit differential (time between
exits from two successive cones) which results in large error in V3 (the axial
velocity). However, if all three exits are changed equally (Figure 4) the differ-
entials remain unaffected and the corresponding errors are very small.
The curves in Figure 5 illustate the effect of changing the entrance and exit
times of one channel such that the transit time will remain constant. Since we are
again changing the differential times, a large error is observed in V 3
 (as expected).
The results shown in Figures 6 and 7 correspond to the physical ca ge of too
high (or too low) a threshold setting, which would result in the measured transit
time being too short (or too long). Once again, the errors are quite well behaved
with the exception of V 3. It should be noted that in all cases (Figures 3 - 7) the
errors in V3 and range are somewhat less at the 100 m distance than at 10 m. This
improvement is due to the divergent misalignment which increases the differentials
at the larger range, thus reducing the percentage error in differential time. All
results presented up to this point have assumed that the misalignment angles are
accurately known.
If it is now assumed that the times are correctly measured, what error will
be introduced by an uncertainty in the misalignment angles? This question is
answered by the curves of Figure 8 which show that measurements at large ranges
are affected much more than those at close range. This is quite reasonable since
4-9	 ,
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any misalignment error is magnified as the rase increases, and the effect is
similar to that caused by an uncertainty in the differential time. However, if the
misalignment is accurately known, angles of up to one degree can be compensated
for by using the MISSYS program.
In light of the preceding discussion what type of accuracy can be expected
from the current Sisyphus system? The electronics of the present system will be
capable of measuring the times to within + 0.4 µ s, and it is expected that accu-
racies of + 0.1 mr, will be obtained on the misalignment measurements. Assum-
ing that the trends indicated by Figures 3 to 8 are realistic, the errors in range
should not exceed 5%, while a smaller error (approximately 2.5%) can be expected
in the radial velocity components. The axial velocity component, however, may
be in error by a factor of 2.
V. Recommendations for Improvin¢ Accuracy
It is apparent that the most critical parameter is the differential time.
An obvious method of reducing the percentage error in this measurement is to
increase the separation distance between the optical systems. It is felt that the
present separation distance of 8.5 inches can easily be increased by a factor of
four. This modification together with an improved accuracy in the time measure-
ment (to perhaps + .2 )A s) would result in an overall improvement factor of 8.
Thus, the errors in the measured axial velocity component could be reduced to
approximately 10% while errors in the other measured parameters would be re-
duced by a smaller amount. These improvements will regatre an increase in size
and weight over the specified Asteroid/Meteoroid Detector package .w used on the
Pioneer vehicles.
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IVI. Breadboard Error Analysis
I
During the testing of the Sisyphus breadboard, a large error was obtained
for the axial velocity component while acceptable values were returned for the
other parameters. This large error was primarily due to the limitations of the
spherical optics used in the system. The specific limitations and their effects are:
1. Poor definition of the field of view which introduced uncertainties in the
measured entrance and exit times.
2. Poor definition of the field of view which introduced uncertainties in the
alignment.
The edge of the field of view could only be measured to ± 0.2 inch, which,
for a light spot of 2 mm diameter, traveling at a velocity of 20 lam/s, would
result in a time uncertainty of approximately ± 0.2 µ s. Thus, the uncertainty
in any differential time measurement could have been as much as + .4 µ s.
Similarly, the misalignment measurement would be in error by ± 0.2 inch,which,
at a range of approximately 200 inches,translates into an error of + 1 mrad.
Referring to Figures 3 - 8, it can be seen that these large uncertainties
would, indeed, produce a correspondingly large error in the axial velocity. Thus,
{ the observered deviation of V3 from the correct value by a factor of 3 is not
unexpected. The optics used in the Pioneer system are expected to improve the
imaging characteristics by a factor of 3 which will reduce the inaccuracies in
time and misalignment measurement.
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VII. Programs
The following pages contain the programs which have been used in
carrying art the error analysis of the misaligned Sisyphus solution:
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$LIST SISYPHUS
04/27/70 23.388
00010 * THE "SISYPHUS" PROGRAM GIVES THE SOLUTION FOR AN ALIGNED
00020 * SISYPHUS HAVING AN EQUILATERAL BASE*
00030 * **** INPUTSs
00040 * ALFA - CONE HALF ANGLE IN DEGREES
00050 * EL — CONE SEPARATION DISTANCE
00060 * TAU(I*J) — TIME OF ENTRANCE ( Ju l) OR EXIT (J=2)
00070 * AT THE I — TH CONE
00080 * ........................................................
00090 DIMENSION TAUC3*2)*H(3*2) *COF(4)*ETAT(3)*CSIC3) *V(3)
00100 NAMELISI'/DATAS/ALFA*M./TIMES/TAU
00110 READ DATAS
00120 ALFAu3*14159*ALFA/180.0
00130 READ TIMES	 -
00140 TNAL = TAN(ALFA)
00150 DO 90 J=1.3
00160 DO 89 K-1#2
00170 89 H(J*K)=(TAU(J*K)-TAUC 1* l))/TNAL
00180 90 CONTINUE
00190 A=(H(2*1)+H(2*2)-H(1*2))/H(1*2)
90200 B=(H(3*:)+H(3 *2)-H(l*2))/H(1*2)
00210 F=4**H(2*1)*H(2*2)/H(1*2)**2
00220 G=4**H(3*1)*H(3*2)/H(1*2)**2
00230 D=EL/TNAL.
00240 Pl=(2**B—A)*G+(2**A—B)*F
00250 P2=A+B+3*
00260 P3u4*/3**(A**2-A*B+B**2)
00270 P4=F**2—F*G+G**2
00280 P5=G+F
00290 VD=2**D/(P3*H(1 *2))
00300 CNF=-(B*F—A*G)**2
00310 COF(1)=C(1*/3*)*(Pl—P2*P3)**2)/CNF
00320 COF(2)=(Pl**2-4*/3**P1*P2*P3-P3*P4+1*/3**(P2*P3)**2
00330 & +P5*P3**2—P3**3)/CNF
00340 COF(3)=(Pl**2-2*/3**Pi*P2*P3-2**P3*P4+PS*P3**2)/CNF
00350 COF(4)=1*
00360 CALL DOWNH(COF*3*ETAT*CSI)
00370 DO	 111	 I=1*3
00380 I F( CSI (I) )	 105* 111 * 105
00390 105 ETAT(I)=-1*
00400 111 CONTINUE
00410 K=0
00420 IF CETATCI))	 120*120*115
00430 115 ETA=ETAT(1)
00440 K=1
00450 120 I F(ETAT(2) )130 * 130* 125
00460 125 IF(K)	 127*127*899
00470 127 ETA=ETAT(2)
00480 K=1
00490 130 I F( ETAT( 3) )140* 140* 135
00500 135 IF(K)	 137-137,899
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00520	 K=I
00530 140	 IF(K) 896,896,142
00540 142	 ETn ETA+1*
00550	 V(1)=VD*(2**B-A) *ET/SQRT(3*)
00560	 V(2) =VD *A*ET
00570	 Q=P1*ET-P2*P3
00580	 IF (Q) 150,160.170
00590 150	 V(3)AVD*SQRTCP3*ET*ETA)
00600	 GO TO 180
00610 160	 V(3)=0*
00620	 GO TO 180
00630 170 V(3)=-VD*SQRT(P3*ET*ETA)
00640 180 CONTINUE
00650
	
1FCVC3))190,200,190
00660 190	 CSLM=(SQRT(3*)*((2**G-F)*ET-P3)*V(3))/(2**VD*ET*Q)
00670	 SNLM=(3**(F*ET-P3)*V(3))/(2**VD*ET*Q)
00680	 HLAM=ATAN2(SNLM,CSLM)
00690	 GO TO 210
00700 200 Cl=(2**G-F)*ET-P3
00710	 C2=F*ET-P3
00720	 C3-%-C2*SQRT(3*)
00730	 C4=-C1
00740	 IF(C1)204&206,204
00750 204 HLAM=ATAN2(C3,C4)
00760	 GO TO 210
00770 206 IF(-C2)207,898,208
00780 207 HLAM=- 3*14159/29
00790	 00 TO 210
00800 208 HLAM=3*14159/2*
00810 210
	 CONTINUE
00820	 Q2=V(1) *CSLM+V(2)*SNLM-V(3)
00830	 IF(Q2)  220, 897, 220
00840 220	 R11=-(V(1)**2+V(2)**2-V(3)**2)*H(1,2)/C2**Q2)
00850	 V(3)=V( 3)/TNAL
00860	 HLAM - HLAM*180*/3*14159
00870	 PRINTS"	 RANGE	 SIN(PHI)	 COS(PHI)"
00880	 PRINTtRII*SNLM,CSLM
00890	 PRINTt"	 V1	 V2	 V36*
00900	 PRINTtVC1),V(2),VC3)
00905
	
PRINT 3
00907	 3 FORMAT C///)
00910
	 GO TO 700
00920 896 PRINTS"THERE ARE NO POSITIVE ROOTS'•
00930	 GO TO 700
00940 897
	 PRINTt •• THE ENTRANCE RANGE IS INFINITE"
00950	 GO TO 700
00960 898 PRINTt "ERROR--BOTH SINE AND COSINE ARE ZERO"
00970	 GO TO 700
00980 899 PRINTS"THERE ARE NO POSITIVE ROOTS"
00990 700 STOP
01000	 END
i
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SLIST MISTIMES
04/27/70 83.668
00010 * THE PROGRAM "MISTIMES" WILL CALCULATE THE ENTRANCE AND
00020 * EXIT TIMES FOR A PARTICLE PASSING THROUGH THE MISALIGNED
00030 * SISYPHUS SYSTEM WHEN THE SYSTEM AND TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS
00040 * ARE KNOWN.	 THE INPUTS ARES
00050 *
00060 * V1 (VELOCITY COMPONENT--M/S)
00070 * V3 (VELOCITY COMPONENT--M/S)
00080 * V3 (VELOCITY COMPONENT--M/S)
00090 * R	 (PARTICLE RANGE--M)
00100 * DA (APERTURE SEPARATION--M)
00110 * ALFA (OPTICAL FIELD OF VIEW,HALF ANGLE--DEGREES)
00120 * PHI (ENTRANCE ANGLE--DEGREES)
00130 * LAM (ANGLE BETWEEN OPTICS-- DEGREES)
00140 * TH2*GAM2,TH3*GAM3 (MISALIGNMENT ANGLES--RADIANS)
00150 *
00160 REAL LAM
00170 DIMENSION X(3)•T(2),U(2)
00180 PRINTS "ENTER Vl. V2, V3• R"
00190 READS V 1, V2, V3+ R
00200 PRINTS "ENTER DA,ALFA*PHI,LAM"
00210 READS DA.ALFA*PHI*LAM
00220 ALFA-3.14159*ALFA/180.0; PHI=3.14159*PHI/180.0
00230 LAM-3 *14159*LAM/180.0
00240 PRINTS "ENTER TH2.*GAM2.TH3,GAM3"
00250 READS TH2, GAM2. TH3. GAM3
00260 F1=TAN(ALFA); F2=COSCALFA); F3-SIN(ALFA); F4=SIN(GAM2)
00270 F5sCOS(GAM2); F6-SINCTH2); F7r-COS(TH2); FSsCOSCPHI)
00280 F9=SINCPHI); F10=SIN(-GAM3); Fl1 sSINCTH3); F12-COS(TH3)
00290 F13=COS(-GAM3); F14=SINCGAM3); F15=COSCGAM3)
00300 F16-SIN(LAM); F17-COSCLAM); F18-SINC-GAM2)
00310 F19=COSC-GAM2)
00320 YL=DA; YM-DA
00330 B1--(Vl**2+V2**2)+(V3*F1)**2
00340 C1=-2.*R*F3*(V1*F8+V2*F9)+2** R*F2*V3*Fl**2*
00350 DlnFl**2.*(R*F2)**2.-(R*F3)**2.
00360 X(1)=Dl; X(2)=C1; XC3)-B1
00370 CALL DOWNH(X, 2, T* U)
00380 Tll=AMINICT(1).T(2));	 T12-AMAXI(T(1),T(2))
00390 A11-R*(-F3*F8*F10*F11+F3*F9*(-F11*F13)+F2*F12)
00400 Bll=(V1*F14-V2*F15)*Fll+V3*F12
00410 C11--YM*F11*CF16*F14-F17*F1S)
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00420	 Al2=F3 *F8*F13-F3 *F9*F10
60430	 B12=VI*F15+V2*F14
00440	 C12=-YM* ( F16*F15+F14*F17)
00450	 A13=F3 *F8*F10*F12 +F3*F9*F12*F13+F2*Fll
00460	 B13=- ((V1*F14 -V2*F15) *F12-V3*Fll)
00470	 C13=YM*F12*(F16*F14-F15*F17)
00480	 DI1=All+Cll
00490	 D12=R*Al2+C12
00500	 D13=R*A13+C13
00510	 D1=CDII *FI)**2-D12**2-D13**2
00520	 B1=(BII *F1)**2-B12**2-B13**2
00530	 CI=2.*D11*Bll*FI**29-2•*(D12*B12+D13*B13)
00540	 X(1)=D1; X(2)=CI; X(3)=B1
00550	 CALL DOWNHC Xs 2, Ti U)
00560	 T31 -AMINICT ( 1),T(2)); T32=AMAXI(TC0 . T(2))
00570	 A21 =R*C-F3*F8 *F18*F6+F3 *F9*(-F6*F19)+F2*F7)
00580	 B21= ( V1*F4-V2 *F5)*F6+V3*F7
00590	 C21 =YL*F5*F6
00600
	
A22=F3*F8*F19-F3*F9*F18
00610	 B22=V1*F5+V2*F4
00620	 C22=-YL*F4
00630	 A23-F3*F8 *F18*F7+F3*F9 *F7*F19+F2*F6
00640	 B23=-((V1*F4-V2*F5)*F7-V3*F6)
00650	 C23=-YL*F5*F7
00660	 D2l=A21+C21
00670	 D22=R*A22+C22
00680	 D23=R*A23+C23
00690	 D2=( 1)21*F1 )**2-D22**2-D23**2
00700	 B2= ( B21*FI )**2-922**2-B23**2
00710
	
C2=2**D21*B21*F1 **2•-2.*CD22*B22+D23*B23)
00720
	
X(1)=D2; X(2)=C2; X(3)-B2
00730.	 CALL DOWNHCX , 2,T,U)
00740
	
T21-AMIN1(T(1),T(2)); T22-AMAX1 ( T(1)•T(2))
0'3750	 PRINTS "Tll s",Tll,"	 T12-",T12
030760
	
PRINT: "T21-",T21,"	 T22-",T22
040770	 PRINT: "T31=",T31."	 T32-11,T32
00780	 PRINT 20
00790	 20 FORMAT C///)
00800	 STOP
00610	 END
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^,L I ST M 1 SSYS
04/27/70 23°056
00010 * THE "MISSYS" PROGRAM GENERATES THE SOLUTION FOR THE
00020 * MISALIGNED SISYPHUS USING THE SECANT :METHOD FOR
00030 * 'SOLUTION OF NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS. AN INITIAL ESTIMATE
00040 * OF THE VARIABLES CRANGE,X(1)),(SINCPHI),X(2)),(COS(PHI),
la. 00050 * XC3))_*CVl,XC4)),(V2,X(5)),AND CV3,X(6)) 	 IS REQUIRED•	 THIS
00, * ESTIMATE CAN BE OBTAINED FROM THE ALIGNED SISYPHUS
00070 * SOLUTION USING THE "SISYPUS" PROGRAM.
00080 * ..INPUTS:
00090 * K1_FA - CONE HALE' ANGLE IN DEGREES
00100 * XLL - CONE SEPARATION DISTANCE
00110 * TH2, GAM2, TH3, GAM3 - CONE MISALIGNMENT IN RADIANS
00120 * TIJ - TIME OF ENTRANCE (Ju l) OR EXIT CJ=2) AT
00130 * THE I-TH CONE
00140 * NI - NUM2ER OF INTERAT'IONS
00150 * CC - CONVERGENCE CRITERIA
00160 * .......................................................
00170 COMMON XLL,T12,T21,T22,T31,T32,A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,
00180 & A6,A7,AB , A9,A10 , All,B1,B2 , B3,B4,B5,B6,B7,B8 , B9,B10,B11,B12,
s 00190 & B13,B14,B15,B16,C1,C2, C3,C4,C5,C6,C7.+C6,C9,Ci9,C11,C12,C13
00200 EXTERNAL EVAL
'
00210 DIMENSION XC7),F(7),Q(7),ZC?),S(7),GC7,7),Y(7,7)
00220 NAMELIST/CONFIG/ALFA,XLL,TH2,GAM2,TH3,6AM3t
0N230 & TIMES/T1 1, T12, T21, T22, T31, T32/ESTIM/X/INTER/NI, CC
00235 READ INTER
00240 READ CONFIG
00245 ALFA=ALFA*3.14159/180•
00250 READ TIMES
00260 READ ESTIM
00280 T12=T12-Tll
00290 T21=T21-T11
00300 T22=T22-Tll
00310 T3l=T31-TI1
00320 T32-T32-Tll
00340 Al=SIN(ALFA)
00350 A2=COS(ALFA)
00360 A3-Al/A2
00370 A4=SIN"TH2)
00380 AS=COS(TH2)
00390 A6=SIN(GAM2)
00400 A7=COS(GAM2)
00410 AS=SIN( TH3 )
00420 A9=COS(TH3)
00430 A10=SINCGAM3).
00440 A11=COSCGAM3)
00450 B1=A1*A3*A8*AIO
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60460 B2-Al*A:*A8*A11
e : C1 470 B3 n A2*A: *A9
0 134 =A3*A8*A10(^0490 B5=A3*A8*A11
4'0500 B6=A3*AS
00510 B7=A3*A6
00520 BS=A1*A11
00530 B9=A1*A10
00540 B10-A i*Ai0*A9
00550 B11=A1*A9*A11
00560 B129A2*Ad
' 00570 B13=A9*A10
00580 B14=A9*A11
00590 B15=XLL/2**(A11-SQRT(3*)*A10)
00600 B16=XLL/2**(SQRT( 3*) *A11+A10)
... 00610 C 1=A1 *A3*A4*A6
00620 C2=A1*A3*A4*A7
00630 C3=A2*A,'4A5
00640 C4=A3*A4*A6
00650 C5=A3*At_*A7
00660 C6=A3*A5
00670 C7=A1*A7
y; 00680 CS=A1*AE,
00690 C9=A1 *A'.i*A6
00700 C10nA1*A5*A7
00710 C11=A2*A4	 i
' 00720 C12=A5*A6
00730 C13=AS*A7
00740 N=6
00750 CALL SECANT ( N*NI,CC*FM*X*F * Q*Z*S•G*Y*7rEVAL*IERR)
00760 IF(IERR * EQ*1)GO TO 100
00770 IF(IERR * EQ*2)60 TO 200
00780 PRINT: "NORMAL
	 RETURN"
00790 PRINT 600
00800 PRINT.:"	 RANGE	 SIN(PHI)	 COS (PHI)"
00810 PRINTtX(1)*X(2)*X(3)
00820 PRINT:"	 V1	 .V2	 V3"
00830 PRINT:X(4)*X(5),X(6)
00840 PRINT70'
00850 PRINTt ( F<I),I=1*N)
00860 GO TO 800
00870 100 PRINT:"MATRIX INVERSION HAS DETERIORATED"
03880 PRINTt600
00890 PRINT 0	 RANGE	 SIN ( PHI)	 COS(PHI)"
00900 PRINT: Z(1)*Z(2)*Z(3)
.Mo..
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00910 PRINT:"	 V1	 V2	 V3"
00920 PRINT:;:(4),Z(5).Z(6)
00930 PRINT	 700
00940 PRINT:(F(I),I=1,N)
00950 GO TO 800
00960 200 PRINT:"MAXIMUM NUMBER OF INTERATIONS EXCEEDED"
00970 PRINT 600
00980 PRINT:"	 RANGE	 SINCPHI)	 COS(PHI)"
00990 PRINT:X(1),X(2),X(3)
01000 PRINT:"	 V1	 V2	 V3"
01010 PRINTtX(4),X(5),X(6)
01020 PRINT '700
01030 PRINT:(F(I),I.1,N)
01035 PRINT 6
01037 6 FORMAT (///)
01040 600 FORMAT(//" SOLUTION VECTOR"//)
01050 700 FORMAT(// 1' FUNCTION VECTOR"//)
01060 800 STOP
01070 END
01080 SUBROUTINE EVALCF,X)
01090 COMMO:J XLL, T 12, T21, T22, T31, T32, A 1, A2, A3, A4, A5,
01100 & A6,A7,A8,A9, A10,A11,B1,B2,B3, B4,B5,B6,B7,B8,B9,B10,B11,B1lf.,
01110 & B13,B14,B15,B16•C1,C2, C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,C9,C10,C11-,C12,C1:+
01120 DIMENSION X(7),F(7)
01130 F(l)=X(2)**2+X(3)**2-1.
01140 F(2)=2.*X(1)*A1*CXC3)*X(4)+X(2)*X(5)- X(6) *A3)
01150 & +(X(4)**2 +X(5)**2-XC6)**2*A3*A3)*T12
01160 F(3)=(X(1)*CX(3)*B1-X(2)*B2 +B3)+T31*(X(') *B4-X(S)*B5
01170 & +X(6)*B6)+B7*B15)**2-(XC1)*(X(3) *B8+X(2)*B9)
01180 & +T31*(X(4)*AI1+X(5)*A10)-B16)**2-(X(1)*(-X(3)*B;0
01190 & +X(2)*B11+B12)-T311(XC4) *313-XCS)*Bi4- X(6)*A8)
01200 & -A9*B15)**2
01210 F(4)=(X(I)*(X(3)*B1-X(2)*B2+B3)+T32 *CX(4)*B4-X(S)*B5
01220 & +X(6)*B6)+B7*B15)**2-CX(1)*(X(3)*B8+X(2)*B9)+T32*(X(4)*A11
01230 & +X(S)*A10)-B16) **2-(X(1)*(X(3) *(-B10)+XC2)*Bll+312)
01240 & -T32*(X(4)*B13-X(5)*B14-XC6)*A8)-A9*B15)**2
01250 F(5)=(X(1)*(X(3)*C1-X(2)*C2 +C3)+T21*(X(4)*C4- X(S) *C5
01260 & +XC6) *C6)+XLL*C5)** 2-(X(1)*CX(3)*C7 +X(2)*C8)+T21*(X(4)*A7
01270 & +X(5)*A6)-XLL*A6)**2-(X(1)*(-X(3) *C9+X(2)*C10+C11)
01280 & -T21 *(X(4)*C12-X(5)*C13-X(6)*A4)-XLL*C13)** 2
01290 F(6)=(X(1)*CXC3)*C1-X(2) *C2+C3)+T22*(X(4) *C4-X(5)*C5
01300 & +X(6) *C6)+XLL*C5)**2- CX( i) *(X(3) *C7+X(2)*C8)+T22*(X(4)*A7
01310 & +X(5)*A6)-XLL*A6)**2-(X(1)*(X(3) *(-C9)+X(2)*CIO+C11)
01320 & -T22*(X(4) *C12-XCS)*C13-X(6)*A4)-XLL*C13)** 2
01330 RETURN
01340 END
is
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